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W ILEY LAKE HOUSE
B etter hide! The Rem ington Cube
carry an A u toloa d er

you buy a big game rifle, by all means
BEFORE
ask your dealer to show you the Remington-

U M C Autoloading Rifles.
They are five-shot repeaters— operated by the
recoil. A lw ays a shot ready for the emergency, for
the cripple, for the deer that is getting away, or the
charging beast that promises to be troublesome if
you don ’t get him quick.
Remington-UMC Autoloading Rifles and
Shotguns are the latest achievement in ninetysix years of producing fine firearms.

T h e

Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
3
N e w York

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

299 B r o a d w a y

R A N G E LE Y LAK ES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine
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LAKEW OOD GAMPS,

Middledam, Maine

O ne o l the best all around fishing and h u n tin g cam ps in the R angeleys. Lake
P ond and Stream fishing all near the cam ps. T he five mile river affords the best of
fly-fishing. Cam ps with or w ithout bath room . F or particulars write for free circular to

tour of the Rangeleys spent part of the J
“ OUR BOYS” PLAY |week
here, starting Friday for a trip THAW’S COUNSEL
across the lakes through Dixville
ON OUTING TRIP
WEST RANGELEYS j Notch and the White Mountains.

Another bridal couple, Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Shaw of West Medford, Mass.,
Birthday Surprise Party Included ! are passing their honeymoon days in The “ Florence Barker” Looking
one of the camps.
Musical Program— Refresh
Fine and Making Quick Trips
The young folks celebrated the
B
Fourth
which
was
a
quiet
one,
by
atments
and
Dancing
| BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPSs‘ldM«is r ‘“'°
1tending the dance at the Oquossoc pa
____ i _
(Special Correspondence.)
•$
B ald Mountain Cam ps are situated at the fo o t pf Bald Mountain on M ooselookm evilion.
|
gun tic L ake. W a r the best fishing grounds. F irst! class steam boat connections—Auto
fls roa d to cam ps—T eleph on e conn ections—T w o m ails daily—W rite for free circular.
The Barker,
(Special Correspondence.)
Almost daily motor parties who are |
■
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain. Maine
Mooselookmeguntic
Lake, July 6.
I
touring
this
region
tarry
for
dinner
or
I
Mooselookmeguntic House,
Several of the June parties have
Ithe night.
Haines Landing,
Frank Printice Stearns of Medford, returned home this week having great
July 7, 1914.
ly enjoyed their stay, and others are
From all directions motor boat par Mass., a well known writer has located
t ties come and go, for there is now in one of the camps for the summer. coming daily and soon this beautiful
spot will be crowded with those who
G R A N T ’i C A M P S ,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E |
more than 50 on this lake and everyone He is accompanied by C. E. Scott of !
love the log cabin life and to spend
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes. ❖
Tuft’s
college
1917
and
they
are
havj
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with £ goes fishing, or for a pleasure or moon ing good fishing. A 4-pound salmon is j much time in “ God’s great-out-of
♦batu. Write for information, .tTain service etc.
A light sail in a motor boat.
doors.”
their big one to date.
ED GRANT & SON CO.
»>
Dr. F. G. Hayden and James Camer
The Little Brown House on the Trail1 Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Ramsdell of New
on, two Portland gentlemen, were
s now cpen and waffle parties, and af York were here several days this
heartily welcomed on Thursday when
ternoon teas are now quite the popular week.
they came to spend the Fourth.
George F. Morris, the Lancaster,
thing.
Mra. H. L. Welch is entertaining her
N.
H., lawyer, who is one of Harry
Miss Emma M., and Miss Daisy Nel
BLAKESLEE LAKE GAMPS
$1 sister, Miss Bertha R. Batson, who son of Hillsdale, N. J., arrived this Thaw’s counsel accompanied by his
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. f Iis first assistant in Perkins Grammar
|evening for a stay of several weeks.
; wife and son, Master Robert H. Mor
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4 T |school, Brockton, Mass., and is on her
V!
Several parties are coming this week ris, while on their way for a trip to the
,, pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
i way to spend the summer with her par and from now until September this will Dead River region, spent several days
x ents at Addison.
“
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
l
Eustis, Maine
fie a merry and happy place for the here this week.
George A. Drew of Lewiston is here summer guests.
! The Boston Camp is taken for July
for his second fishing trip this season,
Kenneth Wilson of Bates 1917 came by Mr. and Mrs. Julian M. Soloman
1
and with his old guide Tom Splain, has this week to assume the duties of bell- and Miss Stella Lovenstain of Phila
delphia, who will later be joined by
caught a box of nice fish, the largest a i boy.
S E A S O N OF 1914
3 3-4 pound trout that he takes home
H. A. Brown and family motored friends.
Individual Cam ps, R o ck F ire-places, F ly and Bait Fishing. Lake and .Stream Fish
James Goodfriend of New York has
with him tomorrow morning.
i from Portland and spent the Sabbath
joined his family for the summer, and
ing for T rout. T e le p h o n e . D aily Mail. W rite for B ooklet.
Herbert C. Glover of Boston spent at their camp.
“ Our Boys” the Mooselookmeguntic as in the past will bring in many a
several days with his parents, Mr. and
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co.,.Maine.
record fish. Mrs. Goodfriend has an
Mrs. J. H. Glover o f Camden, and re base ball team had a special boat and
rtH H W W U H W W H W H W H V
other salmon 4 3-4 pounds to her cred
with their friends on Saturday had a
turned home with them Monday.
it.
Mrs. F. B. Burns and Mrs. James great Fourth of July celebration by go
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Pollock of New
Mathieson drove to Rangeley to spend ing up to Mingo and playing a rattling
York are greatly enjoying the life in
the day as guests of Mrs. H. A. Fur good game with the West Rangeley
camp and Mrs. Pollock is fast recover
team. Frank Fuller was umpire and
bish.
ing from her recent illness which is
Master Ralph Spotts with Ara Ross with H. L. Rankin, one of the former
pleasing news to her many friends. Mr.
Mountain View, Maine
for guide are on a week’ s camping trip Yale team, who was the star pitcher
Pollock with Charles Record is fishing
for the Mooselookmeguntic team, and
at Kemankeag Pond.
For fu rth er particulars w rite or address
now and then and has a 3*pound
Mrs. S. W. Weirs
and daughter they won 5 to 3 and the cheers were
trout and a salmon of the same size to
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
§ motored from their New York home heard to echo back here at the hotel. his credit, and intends to “ hook a big
this week and are for the remainder of ! Other games are to be played and they
fellow” later.
| Mountain View,
*
*
*
Maine, g the summer at their camps.
i will be good ones, too.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Emmerick, New
Mrs. H. L. Welch, one evening re
Yorkers, who come for their first season
cently received a happy surprise. It
will pass the July days in Camp Com
was her birthday, and the ladies decor
fort.
ated the parlor most prettily with ever
Three young ladies from Portland
greens and flowers and gave a delight
Misses Anne A. Cawley, Gertrude E.
ful musical program. After which re
Clarity and Annie I. Leveque were
freshments were served, congratula
here for the Fourth.
tions offered, and dancing enjoyed until
The state fish hatchery at Camden
Millard Merz of Philadelphia has
This wonderful- fishing and vacation section is situated on a midnight.
! has a new attraction as two deer gone home for a business trip and can
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Ramsdell of New ! have been born this month in the
high tableland in
tell a good fish story about the 5-pound
York are here for their first season and
N O R T H E R N M A IN E
deer park adjacent to the hatchery. salmon and a 5 1-2 pound trout and a
are delighted with life in a log cabin
The Grand Man an Silver Black Fox; 3-pounder he caught just before going.
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately where they have every comfort.
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
Company, Limited, reports
having Bob Martin is the guide for the family.
Miss E. T. Allan, Miss T. P. Swin
yater, snvigorating air; with the best o f accommodations at moderate pnces,
five litters of young foxes out of a Mrs. Merz’s sister Mrs. Dora Gross of
burne
and
Miss
Nancy
Brownell
of
from the modest and com fortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
ex Philadelphia came on Saturday to spend
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those Newport, R. I., who were making a possible seven. This is surely
several weeks. The glorious Fourth
cellent showing.
preferring this class o f amusement.
was a quiet one. In the evening there
The state is to have a new fish was a social dance in the casino.
Capt. Barker is now running his big
hatchery at the outlet of Tunk Pond
{“ aes a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, w hich will be furnsteamboat the “ Florence Barker”
and
bids
for
the
new
building
was
“ aed upon application to
that looks fine with new planking and
<5mortis warnted for «o11<wa*. Hiefcest rricca paid. Outdoor opened by the Fish and Game Com paint and makes quick time
to and
F. N. BEAL,
General Passenger Agent,
Phillips, Maine, an
SSmmsr work. Get complete book o f kretrootions an details.
s S d l e a fe ra . JAMraS e&CUAIR, Ei>t«notoei.t. D<*>t. 9, missioners at Augusta on June 30.
from the trains.
LosA o n l H W l .
<►
♦

Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
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| Mountain View House |

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

RANQELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BUTTERFLIES
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SPORTSMEN’S OUTING
Nineteenth

Annual

A

Most

Mountain

Enjoyable

Event

at

View

President Hodgsdon Makes Good Speech— Changes in Game Laws
Discussed— Handsome Prizes Given Away

much enthusiasm, as the four canoes the wardens, guides and business
started out for the mile paddle up men of Maine, and many true sportsthe lake and back.
men from other states.
The canoes were manned as fol- The Association has taken up0a
lows: Victor Fuller and Allen Wil- itself the great work of conserving
bur;
Clyde Wilcox and Clarence the fish and game within th e state,
Gile; Jim Wilcox and Irvin Wilbur; by advocating the passage of iawa
Fred Fowler and Fred McKenney, to protect, and at the same time althe latter being the winners,—time low the sportsmen to obtain the best
6 m. 20 sec.
results and the most pleasure, with.
The' prize was a Maine guide’s mod out depleting or destroying the fish
el canoe, made and presented by the or game.
Kennebec Boat and Canoe Co., Wat-' The fish industry has developed
erville. Me., which was proudly
it has been necessary to build
borne away by the winners, as this hatcheries all over the state. Milcanoe specially meets the
require- Uons of fish ha\e been propagated
ments of the Maine guide.
and Placed in the lakes, ponds and

Clyde Wilcox and Clarence Gile
of our f ate’ to the
took'the cash prize of $5.
tlley 1,ava re» If mshe<1 wherever „„
ington
Arms
U.
M.
C.
Co.
Mountain View House, July 5—The ing rifle.
________
Icessary. Go where you will, ^
With the Remington
autoloading
2nd, Dr. D. W. Wentworth 22-25.
19th annual mid-summer outing of th
^ . t x
....
.. 'whatever waters,, and the fisherman
Owing to weather conditions the
..
.
’
' , suer«e&
shotgun he dispatched eggs thrown
3rd, Dr. L. S. Chilcott 22-25.
Maine Sportsman’s Fish and Game
,
. , , ,
,, will find abundance of iish„ of soma
swimming match scheduled was callv 1 800le
in
mid-air
at
any
conceivable
angie
Dr.
Wentworth
defeated
Dr.
Chil
Association has held a three days’
ed
off
and
the
single
row
boat
race
v
varying from one to five at a time
meeting at this attractive spot and cott in shoot-off for scores.
We all feel that the matter of fisb
that would cause the envy of many was called, three guides entering: has been taken care of splendidly
Prize scores:
all are most enthusiastic over the
Dr. Wentworth
5 4 5 5 5 a housewife and seemed to have no Irving Wilbur; Otto Wilbur; Clyde along scientific lines, so that today
success of the event.
5 4 5 5 4 difficulty in breaking just as many Wilcox.
There has never been a better at Dr. Chilcott
the sportsmen of other states cwug
The mile row was made in 6y2 to Maine to get the best trout and
Thus
Dr.
Wentworth
carried
off tli of them shooting the autoloading
tended or a more enjoyable, and in
every way from start to finish a beautiful silver clip presented by D Remington U. M. C. repeating shot- minutes by Irvin Wilbur who put the salmon fishing. .Only words of pralsl \
$5 prize in his pocket and Otto Wil can be said about the good work LT
more helpful meeting of the associa- I. Gould of Bangor and Dr. Chilcott|gun bottom side up.
tion and one which will go down in secured the cup presented by Mrs.
With the solid breach hammerless bur wltp came in 2nd won §3.
complished by the Fish and Gan*
history,as not only a grand good tim Gould.
•
Sun he did wonderfully accuiate and
Commissioners for the able and
Everyone was smiling and in a
but a meeting that will advance the
-----------rapid shooting, ejecting two empscientious work they have done and
making of needed law's and public1 After dinner came the spbcial rifle ty shells and throwing a third tar-1 happy and contented mood when 8 are now doing. Our only
recoinsentiment in obeying them.
|match in which there were 29 entries get into the air the whole three tar- o’clock arrived ami the exercises of mendation at this time would be to
gets being driven out of sight withjtl’-e evening commenced,
The first of the week the weather and scores as followTs:
ask for a small nou resident license
^ !rst the wardens held an informal fee for lake and pond fishing on wat
was not what it was on Saturday,
Total apparently perfect ease. This parSlticular stunt which calls for ex- meeting at 7 o d e ck and the' folmorning when the clouds rolled by 'Charles Gray
ers that are. stocked and replenished
Oltreme rapidity of handling and at lowing State wardens were in attend- by the state.
and the sun came out in all its Ross
22 ■the same time shows how perfectly ance:
glory.
|Dr. D. W. Wentwortl
This Association has given mote
Howard Wood, Pres, of Greenville, attention in the past to the game®,
0' the action of this arm works, brough
Thursday the rain prevented the; F. E. Patridge
0 rounds of applause from his thorough Chas. P. Gray of Fryeburg, Frank M. terests than to the fish, and it is tie
automobile parties, who had arranged E. B. Lambert
Perkins of Bradley, F. E. Jorgen- wild life that we would consider to
ly interested audience.
21
Lewis
York
to come from doing so, but the mem
0 Next with the autoloading rifle, son of Haywood, Frank J. Durgin of night. Some of our laws have beet
bers and their friends began to ar R. C. Foster
0 targets from the size of pea beans The Folks,, Ed. Lowell of Rangeley, subject to criticism both in and oat
rive on Wednesday, and Thursday, Ed. Lowell
0 to Aroostook potatoes were snuffed |f . Ray Neal of Belfast, J. L. Howard of the state, and I feel that the coaand Friday they followed on until H. L. Welch
16 out as rapidly as they could be hurl- 0f Ridlonville, M. H. Morrill of Gray, missioners would welcome any effort
A. Briggs
the liotel was packed.
9 ed into the air, and Mr. Hill’s won-. Geo. E. Cushman of Portland, Walter of this association to help have enThe president of the association, H. E. Edwards
0 derful feat of breaking five objects, h . Barker of WTest Paris, J. R. Flint acted just and efficient laws.
Robert J. Hodgson, accompanied by F. Fowler
9 thrown at the same time with the of Munson, Jim Wilcox of Oquossoc,
S. Bisbee
We should hear in mind not only
20 autoloading rifle is certainly a. com- B. A. Parker of North Berwick, and the hunters of our own state, but ire
Wm. Grant
8
V. York
0
F. E. Jorgensen
7
Ben Gile
7
C. Gile
0
J. S. P. H. Wilson
0
Dr. Hayden
12
G. W. Fanjoy
1
Victor Fuller
15
Dr. L. S. Chilcott
Col. John Caswell
18
F. J. Durgin
13
0
Irvin Wilbur
H. E. Frost
12
J. Wilcox
15
T H E M O U N T A IN V IE W H O U S E
This match created much interest,
and many ladies and gentlemen were ___ ________________
_______
should legislate so that the hUBtes
at the range to enjoy the fun, as mendable one.
was watched with deep interest and
With the new Remington U. M. C. as one of the ladies remarked, “ Not of other states will come to us ii
B IL L Y H IL L , T H E CR ACK S H O T . the target was placed back of a lifesize life-like paper deer 100 yards a- sIide action repeating rifle lie did another state lias a better looking the fall and get good returns for ft* ,
— —------------------------- 7
way
wonderful work, clearly demonstrat- set o^v wardens,’’ and the Maine money that they leave in the stats
Ms wife, daughter and grandson, the
T]ie tonr highMt scores
cf Maine. I had this in mind wbe
were as ing that this new arm is a beautiful
Woods reporter knows there is not
.
__
secretary and treasurer, Roland c - 'f 0u0WS.
one
and
is
bound
to
become
the
coma
more
efficient
warden
service
than
se” ‘
crcntar of February H
Whitehouse and wife of Lewiston Dr. D. W. Wentworth
22 panion of thousands of hunters who we have, but there are not enough ° whlch 1 asked the
*
were the first comers.
J. Lewis York
1thls ass° ciation to answer certain
21 desire one of the best that is to be o'f them
Thursday evening friend greeted Will D. Grant
20 i had in shooting firearms.
Pres. Howard Wocd called the questions. There seemed consider^)
friend and there was dancing
and Col. John Caswell
interest taken in the questions.
18
Last
but
not
least
came
the
work
I
meeting
to order.
cards in the big parlor.
The prize carried off in this con- with the little Remington 22 repeatA vote of thanks was extended to 1 The first question was: “Do jn
ing^e^ents’ ^ e r e ‘ somewhat ‘interrupt
fb
T
“ *“ W
n0 part of the « h ib i- j the rearing Commlssicner"'Hon.~ J. s“ f ,v ? r , a *l0“ ,ime on moose
‘
S
"
presented by a well known summer tion workof Mr. Hill’s received clos-[ p. jj. Wilson for his very efficient penod cf years, and if so, for ho* ►
ed on Friday.
resident.
erattention.
administration and direction
during ^0 n s'
s'' !>eI 1 :!t " ere Jj
The crowd then adjourned to the
The shooting of black clay balls his last three years’ term of office, a' (1 cf a close time forfive yen
At 10.10 a. m. the first event (150 lawn in front of the hotel and “ had and metal discs of which he bored
would A few wante(1 ten years- Fully "
yard rifle match—open to all) was their picture “ took” by Artist Wash- hundreds, every one present begging and expressed regret that he
no longer direct the work of the war- per cent were ln favor of a cl(*
called.
________
__
time of some length.
to take one away as a souvenir, at
There were 32 entries for this con
tracted the closest attention.
The
Commissioner
Walter
I. Neal made
^ ie second question was: Do yin
test.
smallest possible objects that could a few remarks and the incoming f a' or a bunting license for re?
Following are the (names of the con
be seen in the air were hit with the chairman, Hon. H. B. Austin was hlents? About 80 per cent were
testants and their scores
little .22 and this exhibition given by introduced and heartily greeted. Mr.j*n favorwanted it to app,7
Total
Mr. Hill at Mountain View will long Austin favored the wardens with
w^d lands only, and another wte 5 5 4 4 4 22
J. Lewis York
be remembered by every person pres encouraging remarks, hoping that the e(* to exclude farmers. A ttention w-!
5 5 4 4 4 22
E. H. Lowell
ent as the most remarkable demons relation of all would be both pleas- caUed to the fact that only eigt5 4 4 4 4 21
H. L. Welch
tration ever seen in this section of ing and profitable to the State. Hon. s*a*es
the union do not require*
5 5 4 4 4 22
C. P. Gray
the country.
M. C. Morrell then spoke on the sub-! resident license. The larger number
5 4 4 4 4 21
Earl Norcross
ject of a resident hunting license,', lavored $1, a smaller num ber L
4 4 4 4 4 20
F. A. Hayden
Chief Warden Chas P . Gray of which each warden is most anxi- aD(f a few $5. My idea would to
20
3
4
4
4
5
H. E. Edwards
Fryeburg presented Chairman Wil-' ous should become a law.
,
with the cost of issuing.
4 4 4 0 0 12 j
Geo. E. Bearce
son of the Fish and Game Commis
-----------The
next question was: Would
23j
4
4
5
5
5
Benj. Gile
sion with a beautiful gift, as a tok
The meeting was called to order you restrict hunters to killing cm ,
4 4 4 3 0 15
V. York
en of esteem for the retiring officer. with Pres. Robt. J. Hodgson in the; buck deer in a season?” In rep? *
4 4 3 3 2 17
Irvin Wilbur
It was a large, finely cut and hand chair.
f° this 75 per cent said no, and "i
4 4 4 4 3 19
W. H. Barker
some smoked topaz which Mr. Gray
Mr. Hodgson, was attentively lis- per cent yes, while several said tm>
21
4
4
4
4
5
Lee Wilcox
found in the rocks on the mountain tened to, and said, in part, as fol- bucks and no does.
Several said
5 4 3 0 0 12’
Robt. Hodgson
side near his home, and which Mr. lows:
I that the deer are starving now, and
2ij
4
5 4 4 4
F E. Jorgensen
Wilson will have set in a ring.
The Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and several would shorten the season to
5 4 4 4 4 21
Jim Wilcox
Game Association is composed of Nov. 15th. Others would stop killh?
5 4 4 4 3 20
H. E. Frost
If anyone thinks the Maine war ___________________________________ does. My idea on this subject &
5 4 4 4 4 21
S. Bisbee
L. E. BOW L E Y .
dens and guides are not good shots,
that it is a bad thing to select
5 5 4 4 4 22
W. D. Grant
they
are
mistaken,
for
at
their
match
either the male or female of
4
20
4
4
4
4
C. D. Gile
(Continued on Page Three.)
5 4 4 4 4 21 The people next crowded the piaz- when shooting “ the running deer’’
Arthur Briggs
each
one
put
the
bullet
direct,
so
22
4
4
4
5
5
Dr. L. S. Chilcott
FAMOUS
, and were entertained by one of
that it would have dropped a deer ev
Col. John Caswell 5 4 4 4 4 21
e great favorites in Maine, “ Billy
ery time.
BACKWOODS
Dr. D. W. Wentworth
ill’’ the crack shot in whom the
The Maine Woods is the only pap
5 5 4 4 4 22 people take great pride.
er which prints a full report of the
FAIRY TALES
5 4 4 3 2 18
(i. YV PICKKL,
E. B. Lambert
Mr. Hill’s wonderful exhibitions
T A X ID E R M IS T
_ !
5 4 4 3 2 18 which were continuously applauded shooting matches, giving the com-1
Walter Wright
Dealer in Sporting Goods,_ Fishing
plete scores made by each person as
5 5 4 4 4 22
E. E. Patridge
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
nsisted of the following feats:
MAD**
well as the finals and great effort
RANGELEY
5 5 4 4 4 22
Fred Fowler
Starting it was announced that he
has
been
made
to
have
them
cor
Ed (irant. Beaver Pond Camas
4 4 4 4 4 20 would demonstrate the remarkable
Capt Merriman
rect, showing the good marksman New rt-sdimf matter, interestirpr.
“ Monmouth Moccasin#
5 4 4 4 4
R. C. Foster
4 21
21 qualities of the famous Remington U.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
They are made for
4 4 4 4 0 16 M. C. combination of firearms and ship of those who attended this thsn we expected and the popular demard was
Geo. Cushman
so (front for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumberm#*
4 4 4 4 4 20 ammuunition which has won the rep meeting.
F. J. Durgin
»n enlarged stk! improved edition to be sold by
Known the world over for exceh
nrful (postpaid i at 1he low price named.
As will he seen by the above
lence. Illustrated catalogue ir***
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
utation of excellence the world over,
Next was called the double canoe
scores the winners were:
M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
race open tp Maine men only which
Monmouth,
Phillip®,
Me.
handsome Winchester .401 self load- was certainly an honor to the Rem- was watched with deep interest and
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changes in the fish and game laws
and stated that in his opinion there
would be no difficulty in securing the
Sometimes when looking in a thicket
or in a small tree where there is dense animal to shoot. Nature takes care desired changes at the coming sesfoliage you may have the privilege of of the sexes, and in my judgment if sion of the Legislature.
discovering a carelessly made nest con this law were applied to deer as it
The president then called upon
sisting of grasses, twigs and bits of now is to moose, that in a short
feathers or fur. If it contains from time we would have the same dang- Hon. M. S. Morrill of Gray, chief
four to six greenish blue eggs you may er of extermination of deer that we warden of Cumberland County who
safely come to the conclusion that it have of moose. If the number ever! referred briefly to the great value
should be reduced to one, I am ’ in of the fish and game interests to our
belongs to the catbird.
onej state, saying that our people, particAnother method of identifying this favor of allowing the hunter
] ularly the farmers, are realizing more
bird that belongs to the mocking-bird deer without regard to sex.
T h e n it is b o u n d t o b e fresh — t o s m o k e cool a n d
“Do you favor
maintaining the and more the importance of these
family is by his peculiar colored coat.
s w e e t — b e c a u s e t h e n a t u r a l m o is t u r e h a s n ’t a c h a n c e t o
The upper and lower parts are of a non-resident license fee at $25?’’ Re-, interests.
escap e. T h a t ’s t h e r e a s o n e x p e r ie n c e d s m o k e r s s t ic k to
grayish slate, with the exception that plies to this were about 60 per cent; He referred to the new black bass
the g o o d o ld S ic k le p l u g — s lic e o f f a fr e s h p ip e fu l as they
the top of the head is black and a patch no. Some thought that the $25 fee law and stated that in his opinion
need it— a n d g e t all t h e original flavor a n d fragrance below the tail is a chestnut. The tail, had kept many away. Some thought these fish should never be introduo
or
legs and bill are nearly a black. Stil we did not have game plenty e-jec* in trout waters or in lake
that h a v e b e e n pressed in th e p lu g , a n d kept t h e r e b y th e
another means of recognizing him is by nough for the price. Some were in! Ponds which can be made good
natural l e a f w r a p p e r .
his erratic movement while searching favor of a graded license—$5 for trout or salmon waters.
These smokers could save a minute’s time by getting their for food. By observing him you will birds, $15 for deer and birds and
Col. John J. Dooley and Daniel
note that he jumps with head up and $25 for moose, deer and birds.
tobacco already cut up—but they know it would also be dried up,
It would seem to me that if a law' L Gould were then called upon and
his body well poised. A moment later
w ould burn fast and bite their tongues.
he will partially drop his head and is passed for a close time on moose, s P ° k e briefly in regard to the sports.
You'll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll wings and to all appearances is in a and w'e can secure a resident license1
-----------get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your dejected mood. In another instant, of $1, that it might be well to re- ^ r- Sayer of New' York, was
dealer sells Sickle.
however, he may be singing his song duce the non-resident license to $15[cabed upon, at the request of Col.
the Looley and briefly
expressed his
that sounds very much like the varied for deer and birds. Then when
notes of the brown thrush or the wood close time on moose had expired, Ple&sure in being able to attend the
the $25 license fee could be restored. meeting.
thrush.
It is hardly possible to estimate the
These are the matters that I wishHoward Wood
of Greenville
value of two catbirds to a community, to bring before the association
for cb*e^ &ame warden of Piscataquis
It appears to County was next called upon and
but it is safe to say that to the fruit their consideration.
grower, gardener or farmer, they me that wre need legislation on the stated that he was heartily in acwould be worth at least $25 or $30.
matters that I have brought up and I corc* with the recommendations of
It is a fact that they destroy many ask as many as can conveniently- *be. President for change in the
moths, ants, beetles and grasshoppers. do so to go to Augusta with me laws, particularly favoring the rec
—By Edgar S. Jones in Farm and Fire when the next- legislature is in ses ommendation for a resident hunters’
side.
sion and have a hearing on these license and a closed season on moose.
subjects. I think the time is pro
Hon. J. p. Stevens, former presi
pitious; that there is a call for these
S U M M E R C A M PS
laws, and that the Maine sportsmen dent of the association next followow'e it to themselves, and to those ed, wishing the same much success
TO O P E N S U M M E R C A M P
not be possible for the matron to
All over the state now the summer who come into our state, to hejp and offering to do all in his power
give personal care to all the babies, camps are opening. From all sections place upon the statutes such laws *° further the interest.
Baby Feeding A ssociation to Have but she will have general supervision of the country boys and girls are flock as wTill benefit the most people who)
-----------and if the mother is not able to come ing to Maine to spend their vacations in love to hunt and fish.”
; ^ be president then called upon
a Place in Feeding H ills .
with her baby she can arrange with delightful camp life.
Sec. Roland C. Whiteliouse read ^ ou- Harry B. Austin of Phillips, the
Some of the
Callahan’ s grove, at Springfield, a neighbor to take it, thus making camps are conducted by the Y. M. C. interesting letters from Gov. Wm. T .;ne" ^ appointed chairman of the InMass., a pretty place on the Feeding it possible for the mother to go about A., without thought of money making, Haines, Hon. J. F. Sprague of Dover
Fish and Game Commission
Hills car line, has been selected by ber daily tasks at home and to know' the chief idea being the promotion of and Arthur G. Staples of Lewiston wbo was very enthusiastically greetthe baby feeding association for its t’*at her baby is spending a very hap the physical well being mixed with a , and a telegram from Hon. Harold M. j e^‘
Austin, after expressing
day camp during the summer. Beginhealthful day far away from the proper amount of spiritual guidance. Sewall of Bath, all expressing regrets! b*s Pleasure at being present at the
ning July 1 it will be open every day hot city,
Others are conducted for the sake of Sthat they were unable to be present nieeting, spoke very interestingly of
except Sundays during July and Aug* be summer camp conducted at the the profits to be derived therefrom. at the meeting as they had planned: ^be Sreat value of our fish and game,
an(f the necessity of conserving the
ust. This summer day camp is a same &rcne last year did splendid But in all the discipline is very much to do. ’ •
place where the mothers, or “ little work, the total attendance for last the same. Boys and girls live simple
The president then called on Hon.; suPPl7i that this great industry is
mothers,” may take the babies a n y and August being about 500 bab-| and democratic lives. That the camps <J. S. P. H. Wilson, chairman of the! ProbabIy second in importance in our
week-day to escape from the heat *es» wb^e ° n one hot day there were have been a fine thing, that they have Inland Fish and Game Commission State, ranking next to manufactures—that thousands of visitors come
and dust of the city. There is no 35 babies present. The matron, Mrs. accomplished their missions every
f-j to address the meeting.
[Charge whatever, and every baby is
-A- Conklin, who has helped to; where is evident by their success and
Mr. Wilson took this occasion to1to our inland territory who never
welcome. Callahan's grove is well bring up the children of some of their growing number.
'mention the fact that he is soon t o ;wet a hook or use a firearm,
adapted for this purpose, as it is bbe best-known citizens of SpringLive fish in our streams and w'ild
Girls’ camps came after those for conclude^ the duties as chairman and
only a five-cent car ride from the ^ e1M, states that the babies who boys were well established but they stated that as he probably would n otjb^e
our woods are a much more
city, is supplied with benches and oarile last year slept much better and have progressed rapidly. Girls of all have a Setter opportunity he wish- valuable asset than dead fish in a
tables and contains a covered shel- sailed steadily in weight, and the sorts find their way to the summer ed at this time to thank the associ-i creel or the best trophy the sportster in case of showers.
mothers, also, ^vere very much bene- camps and return to their homes after ation for the valuable assistance h e.inan can secure a live deer in our
The mothers, or whoevel* com© with f^ed by each day’s outing. Anyone nine or ten weeks with recreated Ihad received from members and the, f°resfs -is worth more than one hunthe babies, are expected to b rin g I who feels disposed to give any sort- bodies, and with a host of new ideas re ! many favors they had shown him.
Ihred dead ones that is the idea of
their own luncheon and the milk for o f. equipment, old piazza furniture, garding the dignity of work and play,
He then referred to the several m°dern conservation,
the baby. But chibs, hammocks andi cribs or hammocks, is invited to call and of the worth of the other girls. recommendations for changes in the1
-Austin also mentioned the fact
baskets are provided at the grove, as at or telephone to the baby reeding, To all of us who realize the marvelous inland fish and game laws made that he had been a member of the
well as rocking chairs for the moth- association, 613 Mam street, between results mental and physical to be de in the president’s aduress and expres- association since it was ‘founded and
ers. But each mother* however, is 8 and 12
tbe morning.— Spring- rived from a period of summer com i ed the opinion that at the next ses- expressed the opinion that, with the
munion with Nature we must look with 1 sion of the Legislature they might increased membership and renewed
expected to bring a pillow for her lield Republican.
^
great sympathy upon the camp move i secure the desired legislation, mak- interest shown, the association is
baby to sleep upon. Mrs.
M. A.
Conklin, last year’s very efficient ma- P IG E O N S
AND
C H IC K E N S
CAN ment.—Portland Express.
: ing special mention of the proposed bound to become a great power in
tron, will be in charge each day, and
S E E W H A T IS IN V IS IB L E
TO
j resident hunting license law and the future conservation of Maine
wild life.
MAN.
I close season on moose.
under her supervision the milk for
FIGHTING KING BIRDS
(Gantforued on page four.)
In speaking of the goodly number
the babies may be heated.
It will
It has been slowly brought to our
of ladies present and the increased
Former-Editor Casper Whitney ex
understanding that the world is not
plorer, naturalist, author of “On interest shown by them,, he express B U L L MOOSE S W IM S T H E R IV E R
the same to all creatures, and probab
A T B U C K SPO R T.
Snowshoes to the Barren Grounds, ed the opinion that they could do a
ly no experiments have tended more gentleman and scnolar, and war cor most valuable work in the line of
to make this clear than those on the respondent during the war with Spain educating the children to protect
Just before the Boston boat arriv
color sense of chickens, pigeons, owls —Mr. Whitney spent two weeks in bird life.
TIME TABLE
ed at Bucksport last Sunday morning
and kestrels.
there was considerable excitement,
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
Maine some years ago, studying the
Hungry chickens and pigeons were pugnacious habits of the king birds
The president then called upon started by a big bull moose. He
FARM INGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm first kept an hour in a bright room
Hon. Walter I. Neal, a member came out of the woods just above In
near Bangor, Me.
ington at 18.02 P. M.. fo r Kingfield and Rangeley.
to
At 4.20 P. M. for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday for them to become accustomed
It was while he was making this of the Inland Fish and Game Com dian point, plunged into the river and
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen the light. The floor was then spread
visit that he personally observed and mission and he spoke very interest swam across to the prospect side.
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
1.65 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 with a smooth black cloth,
evenly studied a crow rob a robin’s nest of ingly of his experience as" warden, He made a good landing and was
P. M.
with grains of wheat, a its four blue eggs, high up against the covering a period of nearly 20 years. last seen ambling off through the
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves covered
at 11.00 A. M.
strong spectrum was thrown on
it trunk of a cat or white-spruce tree
He stated that when he first com growth up over the hill. Deer have
STRONG PASSENGER T R A IN S leave fo r
from
the
ceiling
and
the
hunry
ani
missioned as -warden there were no been seen at many times swimming
in the city of Brewer.
Farmington, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M .: fo r
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P, M. and 4.50 mals were turned loose. They picked
About all Father and Mother Robin laws to prevent the sale of game or the river at Bucksjport or Verona,
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M. the wheat first from the -bright red,
accomplished was to fly about the to permit the inspection of game but no one ever remembers seeing a
and 4.65 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran
the yellow spruce tree, making loud and piteous shipments. The first year he was moose do the trick.
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M., then the ultra red, next
from Kingfield nt 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow
where the pitiless crows stationed at Bangor one man made
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives and finally the green. They touched outcries,
from Portland at 11.05A. M .; and leaves at 8.40 nothing
in the blue and
violet] alighted among the sping boughs of $2,000 shipping game to markets.
IT PAYS TO A D V E R T IS E IN M A IN !
PM,
on the spruce, and—protested from the
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 because they saw nothing; but,
He commented briefly on the rec
W OO DS. L O W A D V E R T IS E A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from
for
IN G R A TE S .
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at the other hand, they saw the grains spines, slowly worked their way up ommendations of the president
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 8.00 P. M.
in the ultra red that were invisible ward against the trunk, until they had
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TR A IN S leave Phill
reached the nest, and Its containing
to the men.
ips for Farmington at 7.00 A . M. and 1.00 P. M.
This proved that for chickens and eggs, when the frail eggs were de
For Rangeley at 12 55 P. Mi and 5.13 P.M .
T H E.
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.30
voured at the leisure of the assailing
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A . M. and arrives from pigeons the spectrum is shortened at
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R »ngeley 3.00 P. 5L
the violet end of short wave length crows.
Sunday train arrives from Port land at 11.25 A.
Mr. Whitney then and there vowed
and extended at the red end of long
M, and leaves for Portland at 3.20 P. M
RANGELEY PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for wave length. This is the effect one perpetual vengeance against all crows.
Farmington at 5.35 A . M. and 11.3^ A . M. and ar
Not so with the fighting king birds,
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
expect from wearing orange
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar might
rives at LOO P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
however.
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
colored
glasses
and
demonstrated
, MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A . M. and
Here, it was a battle-royal from the
that fowls see through such spect
Subscription $4. a yr., $2. for 6 months-.Sample copy free if yon mention Maine Woods
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for
acles in the form of yellow and very start.
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmtngt on at 6.50 A. M. and 12.50 P. M. A r
Repeatedly the warrior king birds
rives from Farmington at 6.23 P. M.. from Strong orange oil globules embedded in the
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
at 8.16 A. M.
descended upon backs and heads of
sportsman's world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r S tron g at 1.16 P. M. light sensitive layer.
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
To kestrels
and buzzards the the crows, causing them to squeak
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
ElNGFLELD PASSE N GE R T R A IN S leave fo r brightest zone was the green instead aloud with every blow. The cowardly
o f all,subjects that interest Sportsmen.
crows suffered the keenest of punish
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong of the red, the blue being visible. To ment from the persistent assaults.
atS.35 A. M. Leaves fo r Bigelow at 8.40 A . M. owls the colors were
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Re
as men see
Finally, they confessed themselves
and 5.45 P. M, Arrives from B igelow at 11.85 A .
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
conquered by birds less than half their
them.
M. and 7.30 P. M,
size, and silently flew away, pursued
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TR IAL SUBSCRIPTION.
BIGELOW PASSENGER T R A IN leaves fo r
for a mile or more by the screaming
I f not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request.
Fannington at 11.20 A. M., fo r Kingfield at 6.40
Demagogues.
P.M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A , M .; from
and triumphant king birds.
Farmington at 6.36 P. M.
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
In every age the vilest specimens of
For the king birds are the chosen
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00
human nature are to be found among guardians of our Maine homes and or
801 MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO.
A, M.
chards.—Bangor News.
demagogues.—Lord Macaulay.
F. N . B E A L , G. P. A .
(Continued from page two)

Tobacco Should be Sm oked Up
As Soon as it’s C ut Up

3 Ounces

SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

Slice it

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E ,

J U L Y 9, 1914

Mrs. I. E. Pendleton
21 21 42 noon time July 4th when Hon. Jas.
Mrs. W. G. Hill
22 21 21 18 17 99 Mathieson, Superintendent of Oquossoc
Mrs. Roger Fronefieki
ISSUED WEEKLY
Angling Association came over bring
25 22 18 17 22 104
ing with him a trout that H. H. Roelof
Mrs. Roland C. Whitehouse
16 19 35 of Philadelphia had just caught on a
Phillips, Maine
Miss Sherley White
20 20 18 55 small fly with a light rod. The trout
Miss Myrtelle H. Hodgdon 23 17 40 ! which was a handsome male fish weigh
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager i Mrs. D. F. Wentworth
ing just 8 pounds, will be mounted
24 21 18 17 18 98
; by H. L. Welch. At the same cast Mr.
Thus a popular Lewiston lady Mrs.
OUTING EDITION
George E. Bearce with a score of 111 ! Roelof caught a 1 3-4 pound salmon.
8 pages .............................................. $1.00 per year
Not many of the people here had
won the Remington U. M. C. 22 caliber
LOCAL EDITION
eyeru
seen such a large trout and en12 and 16 p a g e s ..............-'................ $1.60 per year
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
masse
left their dinner to admire this
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
speckled
,,beauty remembering that
75 cents extra.
from no other waters in the world are
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
such big square tailed trout caught as
1900. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
in the Rangeleys.
the A ct of March 3.1879.

M AIN E W O O D S

J. W. Brackett Co.

The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- I
ing and Outing nows, and the Franklin county j

ocally.

Maine Woods solicits
and game photographs
When ordering the
changed, please give
address.

The Members’ Rifle Match, five
shots, any rifle, any ammunition, any
sight not including glass, 300 'yards
distance, 8 inch bullseye, prone posi
tion, time one minute per shot.
Daniel I. Gould of Bangor one of the

communications and fish
from its readers.
address o f your paper
the old as wed as new
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M A IN E S P O R T S M E N ’S O U T IN G
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(Continued from page 3.)
Running

Deer Match

The guides’ and wardens’ match’ any
rifle, any ammunition, any sights-not
including glass. Five shots at sil
houette deer moving at right angles to
line of fire.
The prize team making great number
of hits to hold honor of champion shots
of the moving target for one year.
The member of team making highest
score was given a Marlin 25-36 carbine
presented by the Marlin Firearms Co.,
of New Haven Conn.

R. J.

HODGSDON
P R ES. OF
S O C IA T IO N .

AS

repeating rifle, presented by the presi
dent of the association, R. J. Hodgson.
Mrs. Fronefield of Philadelphia with
score of 104 won the thermos bottle,
presented by Rice & Miller Hardware
- v ■: . .
Co., of Bangor, and the little Miss
Guides
v - •■ .
Frost of Lewiston with a 100 score took
5 0 0 0 0 5 the 500 rounds 22 caliber cartridges pre
Lee Wilcox
0 0 5 5 5 15 sented by Dunham Hansen Hardware
Ben Gile
10 10 10 10 40 Co., of Bangor.
J. L. York
10 10 0 0 20
C. Gile
10 0 0 0 10
E. S. Norcross
The Rifle Match was followed by the R. C. W H IT E H O U S E , S E C R E T A R Y
OF A S S O C IA T IO N .
90 Ladies’ Pistol Match, five shots, 50
feet, 8 inch bullseye, any pistol, any
Arthur Gile
ammunition, any sights.
The brave
V. York
fair ones stood up and without a wink best shots in the association had
E. Godwin
of the eye held their pistols and at ' charge of the events and for that rea
W ardens
arms’ length fired shot after shot that son did not enter the contest, and has
no trophy but the thanks of the asso
10 10 10 5 35 would have dropped any burglar.
C. P. Gray
ciation
to take home with him. The
10 5 5 0 20
F. E. Jorgensen
The nine ladies to enter and their
members who entered and their scores
10 5 0 0 15 scores were
Jim Wilcox
10 10 0 0 0 20 Mrs. E. S. Norcross
W. H. Barker
10 were as follows:
4 4 4 4 4 20
10 10 0 0 0 20 Mrs. W. G. Hill
E. H. Lowell
39 Dr. Wentworth
Dr.
Chilcott
4 4 4 3 3 18
Mrs. Roland C. Whitehouse
23
5 4 4 4 4 21
110 Mrs. D. F. Wentworth
Total
40 Rob rt Foster
C.
P.
Gray
3 2 2 2 0 9
110 Mrs. Roger Fronefield
Wardens won by score of
9
4 4 4 3 3 18
90 Mrs. Chas. B. Carter
Guides
5 H. L. Welch
G.
F.
Estes
3 2 2 0 0 7
J. Lewis York won high over all, 40 50 Mrs. I. E. Pendleton
0
5 4 3 3 3 18
Miss Swain
0 F. E. Jorgensen
j
E.
H.
Lowell
4
4 4 4 5 21
Mrs. George E. Bearce
0
The D. M. Parks Cup match came
4 4 4 3 3 18
With a score of 40 a well known j J. Lewis York
off Saturday p. m. The solid silver
5 4 4 4 3 20
Portland lady won the handsome silver i H. E. Frost
cup was presented by Henry B. Estes
4 4 4 3 3 18
cup, presented by Col. C. H. Osgood of I Col. John Caswell
of Auburn in memory of the former
Earl Norcross
5 4 4 4 4 21
Lewiston.
president, Hon. D. M. Parks and must
1K. C. Edwards
4 3 3 3 3 16
be won three times to be the property
I Ben Gile
5 5 4 4 4 22
of one person. The winner for the
The lake was smooth as glass and j R. C. Whitehouse
3 3 3 3 3 15
year to have their name engraved upon the sun just going down over the hills Dr. F. A. Hayden
4 4 O 3 2 16
it.
when the motor boat race was called, E. E. Patridge
4 4 4 4 3 19
The following were the gentlemen the delay in calling off the delayed C. D. Gile
4 4 4 3 3 18
who shot and their totals:
shooting events prevented some from
match was a verv
Dr. E. W. Wentworth
118 entering.
beautiful silver cup presented by Wil
Maj. Chillcott
109
iam Tell Club, and Ben Gile of Loon
J. Lewis York
91
Lake won the cup with a score of 22,
The
Lady
Bug
owned
by
Robert
TilV. York
96
and the second prize a gold watch fob
C. B. Carter
84 ney, and Crickett owned by Joe Wads presented by J. Stevens Arms & Tool
C. P. Gray
113 worth, two New York boys, gnests at Co., Chiccpee Falls, Mass., Ed Lowell
Chas. Edwards
52 the Rangeley Lake House, two hydro won making a score of 21.
Geo. E. Bearce
,104 plane boats attracted great attention
Ed Lowell
115 as they flew through the water giving
Putnam Stevens
There was great enthusiasm as the
59 an exhibition of their speed of 35 miles
Henry Frost
102 an hour, the fastest teats ever seen in crowd eagerly watched the “ birds”
J. S. P. H. Wilson
which were sent over the lake at the
91 the Rangeleys.
But three motor boats entered, “ J- call “ pull.” There were 15 birds to be
F. E. Jorgensen
81
Geo. Estes
112 Bird” owned by Robert Tilney of New shot at sent from unknown angles, 16
Roland Whitehouse
111 York who won the handicap race of yards rise.f £Re-entries allowed.
E. E. Patridge
114 twojmiles, making the first in 3 min Dr. F. A. Hayden
11
J. Ross
47 utes and 40 seconds and returning mile J. Ross
9
E. S. Norcross
114 in 3^minutes and 37 seconds and took Dana Blodgett
11
Col. John Caswell
105 the cash prize of $10. 4‘Florence” Jim B. Gile
7
Jas. Mathieson
99 Wilcox, came in second, “ J C.” Ctl. V. York
lo
Thus the “ leg of the cup” in 1914 John Caswell’s boat came in last.
J. Lewis York
12
was won by Ed Lowell of Rangeley.
Col. John Caswell
10
10
The ladies are now very popular with Col. J. Dooley
The ladies are surely taking honors
8
the association and knowing their love E. Godwin
and the gentlemen are taking off their
E.
Norcross
9
for whist, prizes were given of Contin
hats to them.
7
ental Pillow Tubing and two pieces of Dr. D. W. Wentworth
The crowd were most interested as duck, $by the Continental Mills Co., of J. S. P. H. Wilson
0
from the veranda and the grounds they
8
Lewiston. The ladies in their pretty C. B. Carter
watched the Ladies’ Rifle Match. Five
1
costumes made an attractive silent pic J. P. Stevens
shots, any 22 rifle, any ammunition,
J. Wilcox
13
any sights not including glass. Posi ture as they played whist for hours.
Re-entries:
tion standing, at Guman ring, target Mrs. D. S. Waite, Lewiston with a Dr F. A. Hayden
13
score of 1276 won the pillow tubing at
distance 50 feet.
J. R ^ss
9
Ten ladies entered and scored as fol first game and Mrs. Robert J. Hodg H. O. Templeton
9
son, Lewiston, the duck dress pattern
lows:
Howard Wood
7
Miss Florence Frost, a little girl of with score of 1186. On Saturday at Dana Blodgett
14
ten summers, did some fine shooting, the second game Mrs. Homer Chase, Ben Gile
7
Lewiston, made a score of 2276 winning
her score was
J. Lewis York
10
15 20 23 21 21 100 the pillow tubing and Mrs. Charles B. V. York
‘
7
Mrs. E. S. Norcross
23 21 18 62 barter of Lewiston the duck dress pat E. S. Norcross
12
tern making a score of 2260.
Mrs. Geo. E. Bearce
Dana Blodgett with the best score 11
A wave of excitement was caused at and 14 carried off the Remington U.
24 23 22 21 21 111

M. C., repeating shot gun and Jim Wil D. S. Waite, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Rey.
cox and Dr. Hayden divided $5 between nolds, Dr. and Mrs. D. E. Pendleton
them as it was a tie.
and son3, Mr. and Mrs. George E.
Bearce, George B. Bearce, Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Frost, Miss Florence Frost
The ladies surely are to be envied
M. T. Googin, Col. C. H. Osgood, H,
this outing for one of the largest and
C. Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Car
handsomest trout seen this summer,
ter, Dr. and Mrs. E. II. White, Miss
weighing 5 1-4 pounds was caught troll
Shirley White, Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
ing only a short distance from the ho
Wellman, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Coburn
tel by Mrs. Roland C. Whitehouse,
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Hodgson of Lewiswife of the secretary of the association.
ton; and Auburn was represented by
Mrs. Whitehouse had tor guide Chas.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Whitehouse, Mr.
Pynn, who was very proud of the way
and Mrs. A. H. Hooper, Hon. J. S. p,
the gamy trout was played for half an
H*. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Chase,
hour before being brought to net. Ralph C-ffib, A. C. O’Connell, and com
This is one o f the big fish caught and ing in their touring car were Mr. and
the prize a steel rod given by J. H. Mrs. D. H. Edwards and John Welts,
Stetson Co., of Lewiston was won by George H. Estes, Miss Florence E. and
the lady, all congratulating Mrs- , Miss Alice E, Estes and Forest At
Whitehouse.
wood.
Master Paul Wentworth caught the
Three gentlemen came from Pittslargest number of fish and was present field in their auto, Messrs. 0. E.
ed with a DeLuxe Kingfisher line given ■Libby, F. P. Hunter and H. C. Hunter
by E. J. Martin’s sons of Rockville,
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Emery o: Boston
Conn.
accompanied by their friends, J)r. W.
If everyone who talked of going-a- W. Journeay and sister and Miss Mabel
fishing had dropped the hook in the Starbird came in their touring car, rolake, there would have been many a maining until Saturday night when
big fish story to tell.
with Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field, Master
Richard, Miss Miriam E. Brackett and
Ralph Trecartin of Phillips, they went
Sunday morning dawned bright and to Kennebago for a few days’ stay.
as only a few who came for the outing
Portland was well represented by
went home earlieb, it was a lively Hon. J. Putnam Stevens, the only excrowd who came in for a late break President of the association who at
fast. As the handsome prizes had not tended the 1914 summer outing, Mr.
all been shot for, it was decided to call and Mrs. W. G. Hill, George E. Cushtwo cf the events that had to be left i man, Miss Alice J. Swain, Dr. F. E.
over on Saturday and at 9.30 a. m., Hayden, R. C. Foster, H. M. Merwin,
the G. M. Parks match, five shots,
Augusta people were Hon. and Mrsslow fire, standing position at 150 Walter I. Neal, Miss Myrtle Hodgdon,
yards, 8-inch bull’ s-eye, any rifle, any Miss C. S. Martin. There were several
ammunition. Match open to all mem : parties coming by auto from Bangor
bers and those to enter and their scores but on account of the rain they did not
were:
Bangor was well represented by D. I.
Tota*1 Gould and S. S. Chilcott. Others inDr. Chilcott,
5 5 4 4 4 22
eluded Charles A. Hill. Belgrade, Hon.
H. B. Estes,
5 5 4 5 3 21
H. B. Austin, Mr. and Mrs. F. N.
J. Lewis York,
5 4 4 4 3 20
Beal, Mr3. J. W. Brackett, J. Scott
H. C. Edwards,
5 4 4 3 3 19
Brackett, Miss Cornelia T. Crosby,
D. W. Wentworth, 4 4 4 4 4 .20
Phillips. Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Nor
R. C. Whitehouse, 5 5 s 4 3 21
cross, Arthur Briggs, Winthrop; CoL
E. L. Lowell,
4 4 3 3 3 17
John Caswell, New York; StanleyBisH. E. Frost,
4 4 4 3 0 15
bee, Spaulding Bisbee, W. G. Morse,
B. E. Gile,
5 4 4 4 3 20
Rumford.
Col. and Mrs. John J.
J. Wilcox,
4 4 4 3 3 18
Dooley of Portland were joined by Mrs.
F. Jorgensen,
4 4 3 0 0 11
Dooley’s sister, Mrs. Laura Carter
C. P. Gray,
4 4 4 3 3 18
Sullivan, of Portland for the week eni
H. Wood,
4 4 3 3 2 16
Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Wentworth and
W. H. Hill,
5 5 3 4 3 21
son of Sanford came by automobiie.
J. Nelson,
4 3 3 3 2 15
The members and visitors gathered
in the big parlor at 8 o’ clock Saturdij
evening to witness the presentation oi
the prizes.
The President Robert J. Hodgson of
Lewiston with witty remarks delivered
the beautiful prizes to the successful
contestents previously mentioned, and
as each came forward to receive them,
there were speeches and cheers.
A rising vote of thanks was extended
to Landlord Bowley for his excellent
service, and the many favors extended
to the association and visitors.
Several were called upon and all ex
pressed their pleasure of being presi ent.
Too much praise cannot be given to
President Hodgson and his able and
efficient secretary, Roland C. Whitehouse.
These gentlemen deserve the many
6 5 5 5 5 26
Dr. Wentworth,
compliments they received, as they
3 3 3 3 3 15
Jim Wilcox,
have for weeks been planning and ar
R. C. Whitehouse, 6 5 4 5 4 25
ranging this outing, all the committees
6 6 5 3 2 22
G. H. Estes,
assisting with the good will that from
6 6 6 4 4 26
F. Jorgensen,
start to finish helped this meeting to
6 5 5 5 4 25
W. G. Hill,
be an event all wiil look back upon with
great plea, ure, and for years to come
Among those who came to enjoy the as now, may the Maine Sportsman's
outing, many of them ling ring until the Fish and Game Association be a power
first of the week, were Mr. and Mrs. for the work they rt present.

This was followed by Open .to All
Rapid Fire Match, five shots, 150
yards, target, Mexican silhouette, tar
get to rise from ground, remain 20 sec
onds, and then disappear. The first
prize, a silver engraved cup presented
bv William Tell club, was won by F.
Jorgensen, chief warden f Aroostook
county, who made a score of 26. R. A.
Whitehouse won a hunting axe. Thus
closed the shooting matches, which
have been exciting and interesting.
Total
J. L. York,
5 5 4 4 3 21
B. E. Gile,
5 4 4 4 0 17
E. H. Lowell,
5 3 4 3 3 19
C. P. Gray.
6 5 5 3
19
H. C. Edward?,
5 5 4 3 2 19
H. E. Frost,
6 4 4 4 3 21
J. S. P. H. Wilson, 3 3 3 0 0 9
Dr. Chilcott,
6 5 4 4 3 22
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woods, ferns, flowers and branches
of the evergreen trpes to add to
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. S ubjects in a. b. c. order
their summer camp, making it a pic
ture any artist might well copy. Mrs.
FOR SALE.
Morse lias added her name to the list
—
... -----i
of honored ones by catching a 3%
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma
pound salmon this week.
Mr. and
chine. In first class condition.
In- j Camp Bide-a-wee a Most Attrac Mrs. Morse have been joined by their Tennis and Ball Games Will Not
quire at Maine Woods office.
son, J. P. Morse of Pittsfield, Mass.,
Be Least of the Attractions
tive Camp with Its W oods
and no doubt there will be fish reel
FOR SALE—A large camp opposite
ed in and stories to tell later.
Decorations '
Mountain View. Furniture and boat.
Price reasonable. Address Frank E .;
(Special Correspondence)
White, Oquossoc, Maine.
Raneley Lake Houses, Rangeley,

Mrs. Charles H. Wood of Buffalo, N.
Y., who with her daughter, Miss Addie and sons, Alton, Kenneth and
Luther Wood reached here on Friday,
These young folks add much to the
social life at this hotel, and they
are always making friends by tlieir
kindness as >vell as the good cheer
they take with them everywhere.
There is to be something doing this
year and exciting ball games. Ken
neth Wood will again be manager and
is ready for dates with any team of
(Special Correspondence)
the vicinity. The best team that has
July
8.—With
the
July
days
come
The Birches,
Mooselookmeguntic
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
many of those who in years past ever represented the Lake House
Lake, July 6.—The perfume of the:
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine;
will take the field this season.
Yale.
have passed weeks at this, one of
sweet clovers that are in bloom in I
Morrison.
Princeton and Wiliams all have var
New
England’s
best
known
and
at
front of the camps fill the air, and'
sity men here and Bowdoin
has
tractive spots.
the quiet of this summer morning is I
(Special Correspondence.)
a record string 0f men.
Hotchkiss
FOR SALE—T w o lots of land ad broken only by the hum of the bees,
Mingo Springs, Rangeley,, July 6.— The rain of the p^st few days has will have two or three and prominent
joining The Barker Hotel on south' that are gathering honey.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. D. Carter of Port- detained many of the automobiles Philadelphia schools have also .con
end. Also motor boats to let and
Each day now brings the city peop
for sale. Address with stamp
to le who come here for the hot months; land left us very reluctantly last wllich are tourills from Quebec and tributed several of their best players.
Friday, having spent some time at' tlirougb tlle White Mountains but Tilney of
Yale, Emmons of Prince
Robert Martin, (Guide), Plaines Lan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Gardner! “ Mingo” , where they always have,there are mor9 than
hundred ton, Jones of Williams will be on
ding, Maine.
were on Friday joined by tlieir sons,: happy days. It is gratifying to the! S!lests Wh° haVe Come to make a lou hand early and Dingley auu
and Wood
of
wood or
Lawrence
of
Providence,
R.
I.
and
new
proprietor
that
no
previous
exstaJ,»
a
larser
number
tnan
were
here
last
year’s
team
are
already
at
work
WANTED.
Robert N. Gardner of Boston \vho; perience
— — ■
■ last year, and in a short time
the ; Dodge, the sensational short
stoD
has
yielded
any greater
lot last year's nine is to return and
WANTED—Potatoes at my store- i spent Sunday on*the Island and plan; pleasure, or has Mr. Carter any (hotel will be packed.
Miss Ckatillon, Miss M. C. and Carroll Marble is out for the garden
house.
Notify by telephone night later to return for their vacation; cause for complaint about scarcity
days.
k
of fish.
His record fish of 9 Miss E. M. Chatillon of New York i position. Steel and Knowlton° vHll
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
Camps Kumseeus and Myob are poimds, actual weight, was the larg who have been spending the summer! make a strong bid for second base
LIVE ANIMALS WANTED —WilHiuy
open for the summer, and here Har est salmon he captured while here, for years at the Rangeleys were hear- and in addition to these stars 8 more
live mink, fox, skunk,' j
he caught six others in one week tily greeted by old friends on their are expected. C-arl Hennings will
v
\
% bear cubs, fisher, mar- j vey Farringotn of Yonkers, N. Y. is but
that ranged from 3y2 pounds to 6% arrival last Wednesday as were Mr. handle the team with Kenneth Wood.
busy,
attractively
arranging
the
ten, otter, beaver, lynx j
The tennis court is now in fine
pounds. It is worthy of mention that and Mrs. J. T. Richards of Philadel
1 ATand others. -Name price |camps where the family will be at
shape and there is already a great
all of these salmon were captured phia.
home
until
the
autumn
days.
Mr.j
first letter.
Write us
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Baker, Elmer interest taken and .some fine cups
- -r -M before buying or selling Farrington is accompanied by his from our new wharf, where the fish
and about fur farming. C. C. Garland* three sons, Eliot G., E. Chandler and ing has always been as good as any H. Baker and maid of Dedham, Mass, will be won this summer. On Tues
Stephen G. Farrington
and maid. where in the lake. There has been were here for a short stay this week, day a large number watched the first
Box 133. Old Town, Maine.
Mrs. Farrington will join the family but one legal day since the wharf and were joined by Ross W. and exciting game. Mr. J. Mason Tilney
in a few days. If there are three was finished, that at least one “ rec Miss Jane Baker, who came to spend paired with young Wm. Steel of Phila
LOST AND FOUND
delphia captured the season’s
first
happier city boys than these in the ord fish’’ has not been taken—that the week-end with their parents.
Miss Eisenhower and
Guests
Lost—Round key ring, containing j Rangeley region, who fish, canoe, go day was Monday, July 6th.
Mrs. John D. Merton and daughter tournament.
seven or eight keys. Finder will please rowing or in their motor boat,, take here are enjoying the fine
big Mrs. Joseph H. Gocdspeed of Boston Mr. Piercy were the other finalists.
leave at Maine Woods office and re- a swim or with the guides go for a wharf and lines are kept busy.
So who spent last summer traveling
in Score 14-12, 6-4, 22-20. Mr. Tilney’s
reive reward.
camping trip or hike it on the trails, the larder is full and all are served Europe have returned and they de work at the net was a treat and Mr.
their
travels Steel’s back court work excellent in
the Maine Woods reporter has never fish when they want them. Mr. and clared that in all
Mrs.
Carter
expect
to
return
to
us
they
found
no
mere
beautiful
spot the extreme. Miss Ruth Eisenhower,
had
the
good
fortune
to
meet
them.
LOST— Chain and locket with mon
Mrs. Goodspeed’s son, one of the bset players who has ever
ogram , G. E. P. Finder please leave i Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Cobb and Miss for another visit in September, and than this.
at this office.
M. Beadly of Boston who came ini everyone of the retinue will be glad Merton accompanies his mother an been at Rangeley is ahead of her
last season’s game and with Miss
their touring car as fax as Lie Bark to see them again. Real sports they is very popular with the young folks
who are having a gay time with ten-J^teel as ber partner the team has
axe.
er
are
enjoying
a
two
weeks’
stay
in
M IS C E L L A N E O U S .
Mrs. N. A. O’Reilly, Miss Margaret nis*
base ball, boating
and,yet to lose a matc'b- Morton GoodCamp Ideal. They have chartered
O’Reilly
and
Miss
Lucy
Jay
of
Newtramping
during
the
day
and
dancing
speed is out of tennis for some time
BARGAINS in firearms, binoculars, the motor boat “ M iss'ciaire” and
with a broken finger, received in a
York
are
here
for
July
and
August.
at
the
casino
in
the
evening,
to
the
•watches and jewelry; list for stamp. with Jim Stewart,, guide are taking
base ball game in May. His injury
Tliey are delighted with the place, fine music of the orchestra.
Roscoe V. Hurd, 126 West 23, New trips in all directions, and Mr. Cobb
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wright and Mis is a sad blow to our sports, for he
and
everything
at
“
Mingo”
—so
you
stopped long enough to celebrate the
York.
F. H. Hooper of Montclair, N. J. are is proficient in all.
j Fourth by catching a 3y2 pound may be sure it’s a pleasure to the
Messrs. Charles T., Wm. T. and H.
here for the July days.
staff
of
help
to
serve
them.
salmon.
E L M W O O D H O T E L A R R IV A L S
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Bomer, Mrs. C. L. Aldrich of Providence, were here
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Cole
gave
a
Coming for* their first visit, Mrs.
party-dance at Mingo the evening of
Stowe,, Dr. *L
Morse of Clin- for the week-end.
Mr .and Mrs. L. P. Long of WaterSince Sunday the following have D. C. Lockwood and sen, Master Clin
ton,
Mass.,
who
are
taking a motor
July 4th in honor of Mr. E. Patridge,.
ton
Lockwood
and
Webster
C.
Pow-!
tarried
ville>
Mr* and Mrs. E. L. Harding of
registered at the Elmwood: Edward
family and other neighbors who ow n;trip tro u g h the mountains
ell of New York City,, are greatly
Belfast
motored across the country
McCourt, Miss Lougee,, Mrs. G. L.
their summer homes on Rangeley lere. part of tb*s weeli>
taken with life in a log cabin and;
of and spent the Sabbath here.
Mr.
Patridge
had
a
birthday
and
it
MlSs
Racbel
Marble,
daughter
Howe, John I. Elliott, Albert Hern
plan to be at home in Camp Clover
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C. Chase of
was one jolly good time.
Mrs.
M. Mr. and Mrs. John B. Marble, who
don, W. J. Smith, F. A. Richardson, until autumn days
New York came Saturday for anoth
is
the
“
charming
daughter
of
the
Harris of Rangeley and Mrs. B. C.
H. C. and V. A. Stahl, J. H. Rollins,
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Rodenback of
er season at this hotel.
J. Eastman furnished the music— house,” after spending the June days
George A. Stuart, W. C. Humphrey, Naugatuck, Conn., who are taking
Wm. Martin who for several years
with
friends
in
Massachusetts
has
re
violin and pi.ino.
Everyone left
has been clerk in this office is back
turned
for
the
summer.
D G. McGregor, John C. Geary, Z. a trip through the Rangeleys were with
witli all good wishes
wisnes to Mr. and Mrs.
_
.
here for the week-end.
„ . who
.
.
.been unfailingly
. . . . . . lios-1 , Dr.
B. Franklin °Stahl1 ofA Jruil<4u«i
Philadel- i agam. .and
a cordial welcome
M. Sterling, E. R. Field, Portland;
Cole
have
.
. . received
,
Hon. Samuel Anderson of Chester,
plna,,
who
for
years
has
annually
froni
°ld
friends
Wm. L. Purington, John Cox, R. L.
pitable and kind to those who have
'
*
y ars pas
annually
Mr. and Mrs. Harrie B. Coe of
Budge, Newport; Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Penn.' who for nearly 20 years has met them since Mr. Cole came to; b,een the bouse physician and by his
been
spending
the
summer
at
this
Portland
were here for a short stay
Sewall, Clara Mae Sewall, WUton;
Mingo as the proprietor. It seems a !S 1 aDd kindn®s‘s won the esteem
R. E. Small, A. D. Horn, A. E. Rod delightful spot, was heartily greeted surety that Mingo Springs will be a °. aIb accomPanied by Mrs. Stahl an this week.
Wm Conley of New York lias been
erick, Farmington; Mr. and Mrs. C. on his arrival Friday, and as usual success this year, and those to come!
daughter, AnneL and
the
E. Chamberlain, Kingfield;
C.
F. i is accompanied by his daughter, Miss wish these capable, fine hearted!dearest twto bab!es Edith and B- for part of the week with his friend,
Clark, Decatur, 111.; P. O. Howard, E. L. Anderson, and his grandson, people to care for the interests of Frankj 11 Jr- arrived last Thursday. J. H. Mink of New York came the
P L. Roberts, Rumford; C. E. Bar j Master Samuel A. Peck of New Ro- coming guests.
Aside from th e 'iNo guests wil1 receive more attention d y the' b0USe was open and wlU en'
Camp Stay-A-While
ker, W. G. Buzzel, Lewiston; C. A. ehelle, N. Y.
change necessary to establish Mx.| and admiratlori than is given these ^
®very day untl1 the botel cloSes
Beard, Utica, N. Y.; C. C. Whitney, is their home while on the island.
Cole as the lessee,, all else remains children that gladden tbe heartsi *
^
T a ,,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee C. Hascall of the same as v.as arranged by Mrs. and add
Dixfield; J. Frazer, Boston; G. W.
Joy and sunshine to the: Mrs. G. W. Sloan Mrs. J. A MaxEilerson, Greenfield;, O. M.
Vose, Brookline, Mass., are for the second
Miss Margaret Marsen
Eastman before the deal was made.|1home. Dr. and Mrs. Stalil and chil- sen and
are a party of New York ladies who
Madrid; T. J. McCracker, and wife, , season enjoying a two weeks’ stay
dren
and
maids
are
again
pleasant
Same fine cooks and capable help of
are here for the first season.
H. H. Rowell, Brockton; Mr. and Mrs i on/ the island.
Mr. Cole in direction and manage ly located in Outlook Cottage with
G. B. Kimball, two children
and
Mr .and Mrs. •F. T. Wheeler of
Mr. and Mrs. James Macbeth and
Mrs.
Stahl’s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ment. Mrs. Eastman remains, as
nurse, C. Ripley, A. L. Esty, Boston; Plainville, Conn., who came last week
Miss Macbeth of Brooklyn,, N. Y.„ wh •
Wm.
H.
Castle.
general helper to Mr. and Mrs. Cole
G. W. Bent, J. E. Freeman, George for the first time are so much pleas
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Tilney and are motoring through Maine, also
E. Binford, W estbrook; F. W. Cook- ed with life in a log cabin they have “ whenever she ca’n fit in,” and will daughter, Miss Bertha of Plainfield, Mr .and Mrs. Julius Raunbern and
special
attention
son, Chicago; D. H. Edwards,
Sam decided to spend the season in Camp give guests her
of daughter of New York are among
when it is wanted. You cannot find N. J., Robert and Miss Tilney
Cole, Ethyl Cole, Auburn;
Mischief, and all hope they will en
those who are spending several® days
Brooklyn,,
N.
Y.,
are
among
those
wh
a nicer place than Mingo if you are
here this week.
joy life here so much they will return
have
come
this
week
for
a
long
stay.
not already settled for Mr. Cole
for many years to come.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Mason of Brook
knows how and will “ treat you
Mrs. F. T. Hey of Pompton Plains,
lyn,
N. Y., who were delayed several
right”—and “ Mingo” is “ the Beauty
N. J., who was here several years aweeks
by the illness of Mr. Mason,
Spot” on “ flawless waters.”
go has returned, accompanied by her
Mrs. Eva Bugental left for Boston coming from home in their touring
son, Robert Hey and friend Reg
car reached -Rangeley this week to
last week after three weeks’ stay
W. Judge of Hackensack, N. J., and
spend the season.
FOR
intend to spend the summer.
GUNS AND
Mr. and Mrs. Jay S. Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Hinkley of] m i.....i.iiiiiiiiiiiir iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM iiiiii( M iiiiiiiiit iiiiiiiit iiiiii( t iiiiiiiiiir iiiiiiiiiiiiiM son, Master Douglass E. Jones and
FISH-RODS
Brockton, Mass., who are here for a
nurse of Brooklyn, N. Y., are this
William F. N ye is the great
short stay, find the days far too
season accompanied by their friends,
est authority on refined oils in the short for the many tramps they want
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Johnson of New
world. He was the first bottler; has
to take through the woods.
York City, who came for the first
the largest business and NYOIL
434 Congress St.,
One of the most homelike and art
season and are greatly pleased with
istic cabins in this section, and wheng 1 PORTLAND, M AINE
is the best oil he has <;ver made.
j the plaee. Mr. Jones is one of the
the latch string is always out for | Erected in 1911, and positively the only I most enthusiastic golfers who fol
N Y O IL
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
friends is “ just around the corner,
lows the ball over the course and no
F ire p r o o f Hotel in the City
HAS N O E Q U A L .
1
Elevator
Service,
Private
and
Pnhlic
|
(Offers room with hot ar.d
Camp Bide-A-Wee, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
doubt he will take some of the hand
cold water for $1.00 per day
Beware of scented mixtures called ward L. Morse of Stockbridge, Mass., 1 Baths and e v e r y convenience for the com- |
some
cups
that
are
on
exhibition
in
| fort of guests including
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
and up, which includes free
have brought the beauty of the
use of public shower baths.
where a light oil is needed. It pre
J HOT AND COLD RUNNING j the office, home with him as trophies
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
of
his
skill.
| WATER AND LOCAL AND f
Nothing to Equal This in New England
tion.
Everyone had a hearty welcome for
1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE- 1
Sportsmen, use it. liberally on
Rooms with private ,baths
| PHONE IN EVERY ROOM f
your firearms and your rod. You will
for $1.50 per day and up;
find it by far the best. Hardware and
| SPLENDID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED |
suites of two rooms and bath
Sleeplessness.
You can’t sleep in
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
for $4.00 per day and up.
mink, marten' and fisher. Will handle above § F E ATU R IN G P O F U L A R PR ICE MENUS §
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 e. and
digestion,
named animats at all times o f year._ Write or 1 A m erican Plan $2.50 per day, upward f the stillest night, if your
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
wire
at you have t'» olfer, stating ipwest
is bad. Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla— j ABSOLUTELY FIKEPROOF
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write 1 European Plan $1.00 per day, upw ard §
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
me for prices and information before buying.
= L etters o f inquiry regard ing rates e tc ., prom ptly answered. E it strengthens the stomach and estab-!
W M . F. N YE,
♦
M. F. STEVENS.
Send for Booklet
1
H.
E.
TH
U
RSTO
N.
R
.
F.
HIMMELEIN,
|
lishes that condition in which sleep;
Dover, Maine
P
roprietors.
1
STORER
F.
CRAFTS
G .n .
Manager
New Bedford, Mats.
Tel. 64.15
TimiiiimiliimiiiiiHiiimnmiiiimnHiiiitmimmtmiiiiiimiiiiiimiimiiimiiiiiii regularly comes and is sweet and re
freshing.

GOLF WILL CLAIM
MUCH ATTENTION

THE FARRINGTON
BOYS ENJOY LIFE

GUESTS ENJOYING
LIFE AT MINGO

j

L

1 Catering to “ Up State” Folks I

;tschase house:

FOXES W AN TED

Commonwealth tHotel
Inc.

M A I N E W OODS, P H I L L I P S , M A I N E , J U L Y 9, 1914

the position he has now in mind. A
following the example of o u t old child T A K E S
DOCTE X C E P T IO N S TO
hood friend, Simple Simon, when he
brief mention of some of the salient
O R ’S A R T IC L E .
fiw T /'i/n,r E ir^G i i r i f C A X T points in liis active career will show
The Portland Express declares that “ went a-fishing for to catch a whale.”
It may, perhaps, be set down as a
M J u L l l D iJ YV I L o UIN his tastes and training.
Stanwood, Iowa, June 29.
the man who enjoys brook trout fish
He was born in Franklin county,
ing and who possesses an automobile, fact that the man who has no auto T o th e E d ito r o f M ain e Woods:
poor
indeed,
but
not
all
our
friends
-----------a
son of the late Frank J. Austin.
or a friend who owns one, is having
In view of the fact that your paper
who have automobiles are fishermen,
who established the spool manufactrare sport just now, and continues:
while those who are have so many has stood for real information in Governor Haines Makes Satisfac uring business at Weld and success
There are many brooks and streams
engagements
booked ahead that it is trapping during the past, it seems to
fully carried it on until he died in
within a radius of 25 miles of Port
tory Choice in His Appoint
an
imposition
on good nature to ask me that I should call your attention
1882, and who is still remembered
land which afford excellent fishing.
to a recent article published under
as one of the best business men this
They are known to comparatively them to take our case into considera the name “ Trapping Sport,” by Dr.
ment of Chairman
However, the main point of
section ever had.
few, however, and the fishermen who tion.
this preliminary announcement of our Leonard Keene Hirsberg. There are
_ _ _____
[ Several years before the death of
are aware ®f the fine strings that may
forthcoming essay on The Automo so many inaccuracies in the discus
! Mr. Austin, the family settled
ia x
be taken therefrom are careful not to
bile and Its Relation etc., etc., as sion as how to trap, that they are
Harry
B.
Austin
of
Phillips,
was
Farmington,
where
Harry
B.
Austin
let too many into the secret. Incident
aforesaid, is that there are now alto apparent even to the tyro. It is my last Friday nominated by
Gov. graduated from the High school in
ally, it is well carefully to study' the
gether too many owners of automo opinion that the learned doctor re Haines, as chairman of the Commis- 1883 He gradUated from
Bowdoin ’
laws of the State relative to fishing in
biles who, in the old days of plain ceived his information from books sion on Inland Fisheries and Game college in 1887 and then took charge
these brooks and streams before far
speaking, would have been classed written by men who didn’t know, to fill the vacancy caused by the ex- 0f ^jle Austin Manufactory at Weld
ing forth in quest of a trout dinner
among the fish-hogs, whose measure rather than obtained it from tramp-1 piration of the term of Hon. J. S. P. some years later removing the plant
All of which is undoubtedly as true
of a day’s sport is the quantity of fish ing mile after mile along the
trap H Wilson of Auburn, who recently t0 Phiinps> where lie continued the
as gospel preaching, and y'et—Well,
they can capture. With their auto line.
assumed his duties as United States business till 1909 and then retired.
there's another standpoint from which
The first tiling that strikes one Marshal for the district of Maine.
mobiles they can now cover in a day
i in political life, Mr. Austin has alanother and somewhat different view
territory that could hardly have been who knows the various methods of
It is not only gratifying to the ‘ ways been a Republican.
H e , was
of the picture may be obtained, and covered in a week under old condi
taking the muskrat, is the fact that friends of Mr. Austin in this section an alternate delegate to the Repubsome dull day, when there’s not much tions.
They begin their campaign according to Mr. Hirsberg they are
to have him appointed to this res lican national convention In Philadeb
doing, we’re planning to write a cute with the opening .of the season, and
sometimes taken with a “ Figure 4” ponsible position but it is a source phia in 1900 and a delegate to the
little essay on The Automobile in Its they follow the game until there are
deadfall. I will venture to assert
of gratification to those in every part Chicago convention of 1904. He was
Relation to the Conservation of Brook no more brooks to conquer. The con
that of hundreds and hundreds
of
of the state,, as they recognize the the Franklin county member of the
Trout in Northern New England. This sequence is that other Brethren of the
thousands of pelts taken last year,
fact that he is fully capable of fill Republican State committee, 1906-8;
essay, when published, will be pro Angle, lovers of the contemplative
not enough were taken with such a
ing the place. Maine Woods does not he represented the Phillips district
fusely illustrated with before-and- man’s recreation, devoted disciples of
contrivance as to make a small sized hesitate to make the statement that in tfie last legislature, being the frst
after-taking pictures of conditions in the rod and reel, who manage to get
cap. I will further venture that those
the territory covered, with a few pro one or two days away from business
pelts taken in the last ten years by
phetic glimpses into the future thrown in the course of the season, now have
in for good measure. It is intended to to go so far afield to find anything deadfalls would not make the lining
be a masterpiece of comprehensive even approximating normal conditions for a child’s coat.
The next thing that 'Surprises one
ness that will leave nothing more to that there’s no fun in -it. If you retort
be said until the time arrives when that the brooks are still there, even is the advice given in regard to se-'
The
the development of the automobile has if there are no trout, and that Nature lecting traps for this animal.
reached a point whefe everybody who smUps as of yore, it may be said that author advises one to select makes
can afford to own a wheelbarrow or some of the brooks even are disap having small pans. Will Mr. Hirs
a baby-gocart can also afford to own pearing as a result of forest destruc berg tell the readers of Maine Woods
just what these makes are, as the
and maintain an automobile.
tion, while what looks like Nature's
Meanwhile, it should be distinctly smile, if ex*amined closely, is a mere pans of the size used by most trap
understood that we’ve no grouch grimace. If you think this is the out pers for the muskrat a.re approxi
against fishermen who fish from au pouring of a soul soured by disap mately the same in the different
tomobiles, though we would be more pointment over lack of an automo- grands of Newhouse style? Accord
or less than human if we did not feel mobile, or no friend who liars one, is in g to this information, the Jump
a touch of envy for those favored mor another guess. Moreover, we know traps and similar patterns which
tals who, having the automobile, have “a bank where the wild thyme grows,” have large pans, should not be used
really
also the time to range up and down in the vicinity of trout waters so re for taking muskrat- It is
the country, whipping (we believe mote from civilization that the auto surprising that so many of the 10,
whipping is the correct word) their mobile has not yet penetrated the soli 000, in round numbers, W'ho take this
favorite streams or ’ seeking out new tude. There we propose to set up our little fur bearer every season, never
regions “where the brook trout hide.” piscatorial lares et penates when con knew how poor their judgment was
For between early cock-crow and the ditions are favorable for shirking the in the selection of traps until the
quiet hour When the cows comp home sordid responsibilities of life’s routine, present time.
Another innovation is the Spring
and the chickens go to roost, the man sleep the untroubled sleep of the man
With the automobile, having a disposi who doesn’t care wAether sc'hool keeps j Pole Ior trapping muskrats.
I will
tion to “hog the business,” can take or not. Does this sort of an outing I^
fear ° f contradiction that
the cream from the fishing in half a appeal to von, or do you prefer an 1thIs method, is so
impractical for
dozen brooks and get away with it, automobile “ whizz" through the coun- j trapping muskrats that it is not
while the equally enthusiastic fish trv. With a touch and a go at half a used at
ail. This fastening is used
erman without this facility for cov dozen doubtful brooks? Well, gen-1principally for taking the martin and
ering ground knows he might as well j
gods of the sport be with and com- j other small animals in timber country, AND NEVER USED FOR WATtry to get it out of his system
fort you.—Biddeford Journal.
|ER SETS SUCH AS ARE NEC-j
F IS H IN G

HARRY B. AUSTIN

BY A U T O M O B IL E

FOR TAKING THE MUSK
RAT. It would he a treat indeed to
see the doctor constructing one in a
I
With the coming of open time on soft muddy marsh so that when the
white perch in Lake Sebasticook, the amnml was caught, it would
be HO N . H. E. A U S T IN , N E W L Y A P P O IN T E D C H A IR M A N , F IS H AND
fishermen are active and some goodjswun£ ou^
reac^
the other
G A M E C O M M IS S IO N .
catches are being made by local andi<varmint that happens to he prov, 1out of town anglers. Some of the
in the vicinity
It might be also interesting to there is no man in the State better
returned to tlie legislature for
first fish were caught Wednesday
know that with a large pan trap fitted and we feel that the state a second consecutive term from this
morning, July 1, by Harvard Town
there is a possibility of the animal’s should be congratulated on having! county for thirty years.
During
send who, in spite of a drenching
—the lightest, finest,'
leg being thrown out of the jaws and Mr. Austin at the head of this im the last legislature, Mr. Austin was
rain,
started
out
soon
after
2.30
a.
m
w h i t e s t bread and
portant department.
a member of the committee on Inand caught a nice string of perch for with a small pan trap this could not
more loaves to every
Mr. Austin, who is now 48 years |land Fisheries and Game,
happen. I wonder how many times
breakfast.
sack—
of age, is one of the best known men
He has always been interested in
William R. Bennett is again in in the long career of the learned
—the tenderest, flakiest
in Maine, having had much experi- out ofndoor life and was one of the
doctor
on
his
trapping
trips,
this
has
and most digestible pas»;
charge of the enforcement of the
ence in political and business
life original members of the Maine
try—
fishing laws there this season and happened.
and he is both by natural ability and Sportsmen’sFish and Game associft*
Bait
traps
set
for
muskrats
with
a
—cake and biscuits and
will keep a close watch to see that
everything else you bake
experience thoroughly fitted toffilljtion. From a boy,
he has always
the fish hogs do not get away with “ portion of the flesh of a muskrat.”
— you rs by specifying
loved fishing and hunting, and livWhy
not
with
some
Peruna
of
Duf
more fish than the law allows; also
William Tell, the flour
! icg as he has for a number of years
that is milled only from
|that the fish of the proper size are fy’s Pure Malt Whiskey? The ef up articles on trapping, hunting, in the heart of one of Maine-S great.
the best Ohio Red Winter
fect
would
be
the
same,
for
the|
taken away.
wood-craft, etc., giving information est sporting and resort reglons. he
Wheat by a special pat
muskrat eats only vegetables and
(?) unless be is sure of his subject. lmg constantJy kept in toucll ^th
ented process that makes
will not be tempted by flesh of any
it richest in n u tritive
BIG
LAKE TR O U T
There are too many expert hunters, th6se in^ ortaJlt lnterests.
kind.
value.
trappers and guides who
weekly:
___________________
I was also very interested in the read Maine Woods to get any of
Tell your grocer that
H. G. Mann chief clerk at the Haznothing will suit you but
Wealth.
doctor’s
explanation as to how the “ stuff” by that is not the
zard Co., Gardiner has been at Mr.
Wealth may seek us, but wisdom
skunks should be killed after being “ real dope.” It might be done oA
Hazzard’s camp at Enfield.
He
caught. I wish him to come out and some of the magazines published— must be sought.—Young.
brought home a trout that weighed
state frankly whether he has ever but not on the paper you selected for
14 pounds, being 33 inches in length.
killed any of the animals with a long your little “ breeze.” Stick to your
It is the biggest trout ever caught
pole by striking them across the medicine and germ theories
and
in Cold Stream lake with baited
back or whether he has even seen write about them in publications read;
hook. Mr. Mann has had its photo
it done? Permit me to say that real by men who know the woods, if youl
taken, and will have the fish on ex
trappers
are not afraid of the odor will. But never, even with the mys-j
hibition at one of the markets.
of this fur bearer to come in contact tic letters after your name which I La Grippe in itself is seldom fatal.
But the weakness, lassitude and loss
with it, and very rarely do they
O. M. M C K E N Z IE T R A D I N G
GO.,
were conferred by a famous universi- 0f appetite induced by it leaves the
Subscribe now fo r M a in e Woods,
“
mince”
about
in
killing
the
fur
bear
Phillips, Ms.
ty, attempt to slip the nature-fak- system easy prey to the ravages of
$1.00 a Y ear.
er, as is described. And let me say ing goods on real hunters, trappers other ills.
right here that nine times out of ten and woodsmen.
“ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine is an
the animal ejects its fluid even when
Catches by the neck or body in
Respectfully yours,
unfailing remedy for these dangerous
stead of the feet, killing instantly
the method he has described is fol
G. J. Thiessen.
without injuring the pelt. A hu
after-effects.
It tones up the enmane feature that is very com 
lowed. It seems to me that a better
Author
of
the
following guides, tire, system, builds up the appetite
mendable; BESIDES IT S A V E S
way to kill this animal would be with Funsten Brothers, M. Sloman & Co.,
E V E R Y FUR FOR THE T R A P 
restores strength.
PER. The only trap ever con 
a hyperdermic needle filled with in Traugott Schmidt & Co., Davenport
structed with n DOUBLE T R IP
Mrs. Croxford’s letter tells
the
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
sect powder. Amateurs could do it Trap Co., A. B. Stephens & Co., E. whole story:
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
almost as successfully as by strik W. Biggs & Co., Herman Reel & Co., Carmel, Maine:
ing furs o f mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
ing with a pole.
per gets every pelt.
Albert Lea Hide & Fur Co., Sargent
“ I was very poorly after an attack
In conclusion I will say that the & Co., (Traps.) etc., etc., and form- 0f La Grippe.
H M C brings illustrated Guide
A friend recommendDI IL. giving the first time in
doctor should not attempt to write erly special writer for the Fur N ew sed “ L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine and I
print the treasured secrets of the
wisest old trappers in this country.
Magazine, of New York City, editor got a bottle.
It has done me lots
It’s worth dollars to you.
of the Progressive Magazine of Mil- of good.
I shall always keep it on
Army-Navy Auction Bargains
waukee—both read by thousands of hand.”
COTS, . . $ .95 up
Shoos, pr. 1.85 ,r P«kcK S* :t$»
trappers every month. At present
(Signed) Mrs. M. L. Croxford.
Team H arness, .2 1 .8 6 “ Now
isvv* UUIIU
Wl—
niform
s,----1.60
R evolvers, . . . 1.65
in charge of “Rod & Gun’s trap-j Ward off La Grippe with “ L. F.”
Sw ords, .................36 “
Dunnage B a r s . . . .95 “ 7 Shot Carbines, . 2.95
Colts Cal. 45 Revolvers,|7.46
ping department, and contributor to j
Big 35 Cent Bottle at Dealers.
45 up
_ Cart. l c . ea,
Mauser Sport in* Rifle, $11.85
Cart. 2 c . ea
Arm y Breech Loading Rifle, 98c.
Cart. 2 c. ea
practically every farm magazine in
FREE Trial Sample by Mail.
TRAfPBRS’ SUPPLY GO., ; Bo* W,
OAK PARK, ILL.
Army T e n ts to litre:
Free Circular
America having a trapping depart “ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Francis Bannerman, 501 B’dway,N. Y.
ment.
Me.
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the mountain and enjoyed life in the
open.
A large box of fireworks has come
and all the city boys are planning to
join with the country boys and have a
rousing old fashioned Fourth of July
Camping T rip to Richardson Pond celebration.
beveral parties came today and
— Stoneham, Mass., Party R e
others are expected this week.
turn Home After Enjoy
lhe tennis court and the,clock golf
are all ready for the exciting games
able Outing
that will be played when the warm
days come.
(Special Correspondence.)
v

C A T C H IN G

SA L M O N

ON

SPEAR very old Indian burial ground, where prohibit the use of motor boats in hunt

the ancesters of the tribe sleep. Each ing waterfowl. As this will require
grave
is covered with a small house legislation by Illinois, Missouri, Ne
Indians of Northern British
Colum
containing a door and window, and is braska, and one or two other states the
bia A re W onderfully S killfu l
in
filled with clothing and trinkets and regulation is suspended this year in or
Taking
th e Fish.
personal belongings of the deceased. der that the state may take action, if
Some of the houses are gaudily painted they so desire, at the next session of
The Morrison falls in the Bulkley and decorated, but in this illihee, or their respective legislatures which
river, northern British Columbia, is a town, many of the graves have been meet in January 1915.
spot where the fishing is so good that long neglected, due to the dying out of
Amendment of Regulation 8 and 9
artificial lures are not at all necessary families and the gradual lessening of
relative to waterfowl seasons:
to make a catch. The Indians take the tribe. This village is a well-known
Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma are
such large numbers of fine salmon point throughout the Bulkley valley,
placed together in a special group, and
there that it would seem the supply and there is an Indian store and rude
on account of the peculiar local condi
would be exhausted were there not road-house for the accommodation of
tions are given an open season equal to
Upper Dam, July 2, 1914.
A D A M S F IS H H A T C H E R Y
thousands more of the fish crowding travelers. The latter is now operated
that of the entire United States, ex
With a July day at 50 degrees above
upstream on their way to the spawning ! by Alexander Michele, having descended
cept two weeks at the beginning of the
and a cold damp rain one does not real H ow
T ro u t F ry Are Raised—10,000 ground in season, says a writer in the to him from a former Indian by the
season enjoyed by states adjoining the
ize that the good old summer time has
New
York
Press.
The
method
the
In
of Them In Solid Pent.
name of Mooseskin Johnny.
Canadian boundary, and two weeks at
reached this part of the world, but
dians use is extremely primitive, but
The old telegraph trail passes near the end of the season allowed Florida
surely warm days would be welcome.
effective. The salmon here leap into the village and was established 50
and two adjoining southern states.
On the pool j,he fishermen sit in their
As one whips a stream for trout and I the air in great numbers in an attempt
boats hour after hour casting the fly, sees the tiny fry swimming around: to surmount the waterfall. From a years ago, when Col. Bulkley of the
The season in Texas is open two
for all know there are big fish and many j close to the edge and reads in the pap wooden platform extending from the United States army built a telegraph weeks earlier than in other gulf states
line far into the Canadian northwest
of them in the water, and each and all ers that many thousand trout fry were bank the Indians pull them from the
in order to permit shooting in the
in order to link America with Europe
northern part of the state. The dis
are trying to terr.pt them to take a distributed in such and such a stream, 1water in great numbers. Armed with
by cable across Bering straight. This
crepancy1in the length of the season as
lunch off the handsome feathers so ar- he little realizes' the hard and scientific a spear, the Indian waits until the sal
project was, however, abandoned when
compared with that of other gulf states
tistically tied to the hook.
work of bringing these little fish to the j mon leap from the water and then with
the Great Eastern complete^ the laying
There have been a number of records point where they are ready to be Ia quick movement catches it in midair, of the Atlantic cable, but the valley *3 due to the size of the state and the
taken, but the fisherman who knows “ planted” in streams, or the weeks dropping his quarry onto the platform was named for Col. Bulkley because he difficulty of meeting conditions in all
sections with one set of regulations.the correct weight of most of them has and weeks of toil and care necessary by his side.
wintered there.
The proposed change will afford some
the record in his pocket and is out for j to bring these little fellows to the time
It is not an unusual thing for a single
On a hill above the village a new Ro
the day, and the Maine Woods reporter
where they are considered hardy Indian fisherman to land as many as 12 man Catholic church is being erected shooting in northern Texas without ma
by
|
en°ugh
to
shift
for
themselves.
Yet
never reports the weight of a fis’
gleaming, silver-sided salmon, each through the efforts of the priest, Fa terially changing conditions in the
southern part of the state. * ■
back of these thousands o f fry distri averaging from 10 J;o 20 pounds ir.
“ I guess it weighed so much.”
ther Godfrey, who has made good Ro
The changes in each state are as fol
The few correct weights of th ese/'buted yearly about the different weight, in a single minute. As the man Catholics of these Indians. It is
taken the last week in the poolthat can streams,^is an interesting story of the fish are dropped on the wooden plat for another priest, Father Morice, that lows:
Connecticut—Open season October 1
be learned this afternoon are: Stephen scientific research and final success in form squaws pack them into large bas the village of Moricetown (officially
H. Palmer of Milford, Penn., with his raising these fry better than Nature kets and carry them away to their Morristown) and the falls themselves to January 16.
usual skill has a pair o f ealmon to his can do it. The state of Massachusetts smoke-houses, where they are cleaned are named. The Canadian government,
The season is made to conform with
credit, one 5 pound 13 ounces, and the maintains a number of trout hatcheries and hung in rows from the roof, while however, calls the falls and canyon that on Long Island and New York.
within its limits, which are under the a fire is kept steadily burning within Morriston. He it was who made an ex
other 4 pounds 8 ounces.
District of Columbia—Open season
control of the state fish and game com until the fish are thoroughly cured and cellent map of this northern country,
November 1 to February 1.
H. A. Pratt of Middleboro, Mass., mission. The two main hatcheries are
stored away for winter.
probably the best yet availables In
the past week has taken on the fly located at Sandwich and at Wood’s
The season is made to conform with
From time immemorial the sole use of this work he climbed to the summit of
from the pool a 4 pound 8 ounce trout Hole, on Cape Cod. Other hatcheries
this waterfall has been to serve as a lofty peaks and from these vantage that in Maryland and Virginia.
and the three salmon weighing 3
Idaho—Open season October 1 to Jan
jo
, are ready the outgrowth o f these main favorite fishing ground for the Indian points drew an outline of the whole
pounds, 3pounds 3 ounces, and 3 pounds 3lations> to handle thfe surplus egg3 ob_
tribe that lived in the very old village surrounding country. Elsewhere in the uary 16. »
4 ounces.
tained. One of these hatcheries is of Morristown at this point. Its future British northwest territories the gov
The season is made to conform with
Mrs. John S. Doane of Boston the located on the Chesire ro :d between
value as a water-power will unquestion ernment has generally abolished Indian that in Utah, Washington and Oregon.
second time she went down to the pool Adams and Chesire, near what is
ably be very great. This fall is located fish taaps, dams and obstructions. In
Kansas—Open season September 15
and sent the flv dancing ovtr the water known as Chesire Harbor. It is in :
15 miles from Smithers, the new freight heir place the redskins have been pro to February 1.
caught a trout 3 pounds 11 ounces, and charge of Superintendent Harry Shel
and passenger division point of the vided with net, placed under the gen
The season is made uniform with
the next day another handsome trout don, who is serving his eighth year in
Grand Trunk Pacific railway now build eral law.
that
in Missouri and Oklahoma, and is
weighing 3 pounds 13 ounces, and is the this capacity. He is assisted in the
ing through the Bulkley valley of north
longer than in any other states.
only lady angler who has this season work by his father, H. M. Sheldon, and
British Columbia.
Massachusetts—Open season October
the honor and pleasure of taking a the pair are kept busy during the win
LO O K IN G O U T FOR T H E ELK
During July and August the village
1 to January 1.
record fish from the grand old pool at ter and early spring looking after and
is a hive of industry, and while the fish
Upper Dam, where the expert fly fish feeding their little charges.
The opening date of the season is
With the co-operation of the order of
ing is going on the Indians move from
ermen from all over the land cast the
made two weeks later t^ conform with
Elks
and
other
organizations,
the
gov
their
huts
into
the
big
smoke-houses
Along in September and October, the
fly.*
and tend the fires day and night, cook ernment has just completed its third that in Connecticut and New York.
~ Horace C. Dunham of Woburn ^emale trout becomes “ ripe, ” this fact
Missouri—Open season September
ing and sleeping beside them. During season of distributing the wapiti or
Mass., was proud of his pair, a trout being determined by a red spot on the
belly, indicating that the eggs are the summer months a cloud of smoke American elk. The order of Elks was 15 to February 1.
weighing 4 pounds and a salmon 4
The season is made uniform with
ready to be “ stripped” from her. drifts lazily from these houses, and the long blamed for the threatened extinc
pounds 11 ounce?.
,
,,
.
,
Indian fishermen maintain their vigil tion of the American elk, because of that in Kansas and Oklahoma. The
Tom Miner, the New Yorker, w h o! They, are thenu forced out by a atr'P‘
constantly from early dawn until dark. the use of his teeth as one of the em proposed season is one month longer
knows how to cast the fly has this week p" '
a ™an who must be a"
t»
As a rule but one fisherman wields his blems of the fraternity. Several years than that in any other states in the
a trio to his credit, one trout 3 pounds j ex^ act( the
m » healthy condition
union and is equal to the open season in
5 ounces, salmon 3 pounds 6 ounces, " ‘ thout. lni « rinK them or the fish, spear at a time, and as he tires his ago the order took action to discourage
the use of this emblem, and is helping the entire United States, with the ex
place is taken by another of the tribe.
and one 3 pounds 2 ounces.
. ®
, 18
bJ Presslne the
On a higher bench of ground at the not only to preserve the existing herds ception of two weeks at the beginning
These fish facts prove that the fish- belly of th® *emale r» ut' the e« ! s P“P'
back
of the smoke-houses are the sal of elk, but also to establish them over and two weeks at the end of the sea
ingin the pool is good, and others will P‘n« 00t / ber and dropping into a
a much wider area than at present, son.
be taken and reported when the weath- Pan; Each ‘ rout will yield many hun- mon cachts.^ These are small huto
Nevada—Open season October 1 to
dred eggs. When the eggs have been built on poles eight or ten feet above says the New York Times.
er is w arm er.»
. ,,, « , .,
....
Two carloads of elk were recently January 16.
M r /a n d Mrs. C. W. Tidd, Mrs. N. I d ip p e d
into the pan, the strip- the ground to safeguard the winter
The season is made two weeks later
supply of fish from the many dogs of sent from Jackson Hole country, one
W. Lamson and son, Stewart Lam per” milks the male trout. That is,
he squeezes the male trout much the the village and are reached only by lad 25 yearlings to Aspen, Col., where to conform with that of Utah, Idaho,
son, and Mrs. D.
B.
Smith of
, .
they were turned loose in the Sopris and Oregon, thus making a uniform
Stoneham, Mass., have returned home |same
he^id the female to obtain the ders. The dried and smoked salmon
are packed away in these caches for national forest, and the other to Estes season for the Great Basin states.
eggs,
and
the
milky-like
fluid
is
allowed
after a most enjoyable stay of two
New Mexico—Open season October 1
to drop upon the3e eggs. They are use during the winter and is the chief park. While both shipments were
weeks.
taken care of by the forest service in to January 16.
food of the tribe.
then
rolled
around
in
this
milk
and
it
M r . and Mrs. H. A . Pratt of MiddleThe season is made one month later
Further back from the village is a ' co-operation with the biological survey,
boro, Mass., after an absence of two j hermet.cally seals them, This whole
! the freight charges on the shipment to to conform more nearly with conditions
is
in
imitation
of
the
natural
years was most heartily greeted by old [tiocess
method of propagation of fish, for in n e t /’ This makes a sort of cheese : Aspen were provided for by the lodge in adjoining states.
friends on their arrival Wednesday
New York—Open season October 1
their natural state the female fish seeks curd and it is fed to the fry twice each : of Elks at Aspen. The transportation
They were accompanied by Mr. and
the spawning bed, generally near the day until the fry are ready for distribu charges on the other herd were paid to January 16.
Mrs. Samuel Shaw, Mrs. H. B. SchueThe season is opened two weeks later
head waters of a stream, and there tion. At the Adams hatchery the 600,- by a Colorado railroad, and residents of
ter, Messrs. F. W. Reed and W. G.
and made uniform with that on Long
swims about in a space perhaps 10 to 30 000 fry receive three quarts of this Estes park.
Cushing of the same city who made a
This is ths second consignment of Island and in Pennsylvania.
feet in diameter, dropping her eggs to curd a day.
short stay here en route for KennebaOklahoma—Open season September
Distribution takes place from Febru Wyoming elk to be liberated in Colora
the bottom.
Then comes the male
go.
Last year herds 15 to February 1.
trout and he swims over the same spot, ary 1 to April 15, the fry from the do within a year.
Hon. and Mrs. A. B. Calkins of New
The season is made uniform with
dropping his milk upon the eggs, which Adams hatchery being distributed in were placed in the Sopris and Durango
London, Conn., are here for a ten
are hermetically sealed and ready for streams about western Massachusetts. national forests, and at Estes park, that in Kansas and Missouri.
days’ stay and plan to return in Au
Pennsylvania—Open season October
The distribution was a trifle earlier this and it is reported that these animals
the propagation.
gust.
In the hatchery, the eggs, after be year, due to the fact that the eggs have done well. The new shipment 1 to January 16.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Greenia of
The season is made uniform with that
ing hermetically sealed, are laid upon were unusually healthy and the fry" materially enlarges the herd, and it is
Brooklyn, N. Y ., and Mr. and Mrs.
trays and allowed to grow. They are naturally of better strength and devel expected that the natural increase.will, in New York and West Virginia.
Henry George of New York, with Er
Rhode Island—Open season October
kept in water, which is allowed to flow opment than has ever been seen before in a few years, give to Colorado some
nest Grant and William Thompson gently over them, just fast enough to at the Adams station. All of the three of the largest herds in the West.
1 to January 1.
for guides, had a great camping trip at
An additional 5b head of elk were
The opening date is the 3ame as that
keep the eggs in constant motion. A f allotments of 200,000 eggs were above
Richardson pond, where they caught ter a certain period of time, the sur the usual run in healthfulness. This is sent this winter from the Yellowstone In the adjoining states of Connecticut
fish, watched the deer feeding on the
plus eggs are shipped to the various due probably to a better strain of par national park to one of the public parks and Massachusetts.
lake shore, took a climb to the top of hatcheries about the state. The first ent trout at the Cape Cod hatcheries, near Denver. Another 50 elk were
West Virginia—Open season October
sent
earlier
in
the
season
to
South
Da
1
to
January 16.
developed
through
careful
propagation,
shipment allotted to the Adams hatch
kota from the Jackson Hole country,
The season is made one month later
and
probably
younger
than
trout
used
ery
last
year
was
on
December
1,
and
M a p s OF M A IN E
This year’s eggs and 50 more from the same locality to conform with that in Pennsylvania
others followed on the 4th and 8th. in former years.
went to points in Utah, making the and Kentucky.
RESORTS A N D ROADS The total allotments amounted to hatched faster than in former years.
otal number distributed under the di
Texas—Open season October 15 to
Allotments
of
trout
fry
are
secured
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries enough eggs to produce 600,000 fry.
rection of the biological survey about February 1.
for maps o f the fishing regions of the
The first appearance of life in the by applying to the state fish and game
The season is opened two weeks earl
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow eggs is two black specks within the egg commission. The usual allotment to an 200.
ing maps:
ier to permit shooting in the northern
individual is 10,000 fry, but in case the
which
continues
to
grow
larger
with
Franklin County
$ .50
part of the state.
Somerset County
.50 time. These are the eyes of the fish. town wherein such individual lives has E X P L A N A T IO N OF T H E PROPOS
Oxford County
.
.50 Then follows a fine dark streak around been allotted a large number of fry
ED C H A N G E S IN T H E R E G U L A 
Piscataquis County
.50 the edge of the egg, which is the back- j through anglers’ clubs, the individual
T IO N S FOR T H E P R O T E C T 
Aroostook County
.50
allotment is sometimes cut to 5,000 fry.
Washington County
_
.50 bone. From this time on the develop
ION
OF
M IG R A T O R Y
When
an
allotment
is
ready
to
be
taken
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00 ment is gradual until the little fry is
BIRD S.
Geological map o f Maine
.35 hatched. The first appearance of fry out the person applying for it is noti
R. R. map of Maine
.35 this past season at the Adams hatchery fied that his fry will be delivered at
Androscoggin County
.35
3-in-One. keeps all fishing tackle in per
Effective on or about October 1,
such and such a railroad station, the
fect order. Reels oiled with 3-in-One won't stick or
Cumberland County
.35 was about February 1. A fter hatch
1914.
hang at critical moment. They always work easily
nearest
one
to
his
home,
on
such
and
ing
has
taken
place
there
is
a
small
Hancock County
*50
and surely. 3-in-One will not gum, turn black or
Amendment of Regulation No. 5.
sticky.
Kennebec County
*35 sack upon the belly of the fry, upon such a date, and the time when the
3-in-One prevents rust on steel rods, keeps joints
Regulation
No.
5
relative
to
shooting
Knox County
.
*35 which it feeds for the first three weeks. train arrives. A blank to be filled out
and connections clean and smooth, preserves wooden
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.35
on
the
Mississippi
and
Missouri
rivers
rods,
too, making them tough and pliable.
and
sent
to
the
commission
accompan
Draw your line, silk or linen, through rag moist
Penobscot County
*5Q After this time the sack drops off and ies the allotment, andja game warden is suspended for the season of 1914,
ened with 3-in-One. Makes it stronger and last
it
is
then
necessary
to
commence
artifi
Waldo County
•&>
longer. Will not rot, twist or tangle, preserves, lines,
York County
*35 cial feeding. The food used is known or deputy game warden goes to the thus affecting hunting in certain sec
nets and traps in either fresh or salt water.
P P P P Try 3-in-One at our expense. Write for
hatchery and receives the allotment* tions of 12 states. The Advisory Board
as
rennet-treeted
sweet
milk,
or
as
it
is
liberal free '•ample and booklet. 3-IN-O NE
J. W B R A C K E T T C O . ,
OIL COMPANY, 1 2 4 New S t., New York
spoken in the language o f the initi being in charge of them from the time recommends that hunting on these riv
ers be permitted whenever the state
(Continued on pace S.)
Phillips
Maine. ated, “ sweet milk loppered with ren-
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THE ADAMS FISH HATCHERY
large part of northern Aroostook. He
is still of the opinion, firmly fixed, that x i j u v r u r i i i n v t u jt a a
|
(Continued from page 7.)
for health and pleasure one should* go
to the “ big out-doors.”
That’s just
they leave the hatchery until they are
what we’ ye got, right here in Ox Bow.
delivered to the applicant. It is the
Just come here and look out over these
Lake Parlin House and Camps
game warden’s duty to aerate the wa
oceans of forests, and the 14 moun
ter in the cans containing the fry, just
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake tains beyond veiled with a bluish gossa Pullman Brings Many Here for
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
as often as the little fish show a tenden
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o mer mist, sharply outlined against the
Breakfast
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
cy to rise to the top of the water for
bluest
summer
skies.
Think
for
a
mo
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
oxygen. To aerate the water, the warradius of four miles furnish the best of fly ment of the numerous lakes, streams
fishing the whole season The house and and rills in between, full of trout,
Bald
Mountain
Camps,
July
<
.
One
den uses a dipper, raising it full.of wacamps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock smelts and suckers.
A few salmon would think that the rain had forgot- ter from the can and allowing it to drop
fireplates. etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun thrown in, (and pulled out,) for good ten to stop by the way it continues back from a height of two or three
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
measure pressed down and running but the few beautiful days we have feet. After doing this several times,
over. As for a large variety of wild had will soon be followed by others the fry will swim back to the bottom of
Jackman,
Maine
Me KENNEY’ , P ro p rietor,
Write for booklet.
game, we live among a lively host, all and now is the time the farmer the can. If the cans are on a train,
“ garden the constant motion over the rails aer
within easy reach by canoe or the smiles as he watches the
“ saw-dust trail.”
sass” grow and the hay and grain ates the water and the game warden’s
duty is comparatively easy.
It is
Billy is still at the lake with three in his fields.
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state helpers at work finishing off his two
James Richie of Toronto, Canada while the cans are standing still awaitwho lias been here since the first of
a L'ain or a wagon for delivery that
through May and June. For particulars write
story log ca,bins.
June,
having
good
fisling
and
a
most
it
is
necessaiy to stir up the water,
Fourth of July here was as quiet as
George H. McKenney, Prop.,
Caratunk, Maine.
Cans used for carrying the fry are
a church on Monday, not a sound of restful time, always knows how to
any kind marred the eloquent serenity cast the fly so a trout will rise. sirailar t0 the lor* e milk cans
. T h e“ nl? d*
of the day. The population of the Bow Last night down l,y Stony Batter
,lie caught
. . a dozen
.
■
.
ferenc is that, .the cover, instead
that
averaged
a
.
,
, .of be
.
was
largely
increased
last
Friday
by
Opened when the ice is out. One of the best places in Maine for real
. oc
,
. \
,
mg convexed is concaved, and in this
the
advent
of
a
party
of
25
campers
pound,
but
they
will
all
he
larger
hollow
cover
is
placed
a
piece
of
ic
V
e
Log Cabin Life, any time of the season. Good clean beds, board and boats.
from Mars Hill. They came in five or next year as they are back in the the drippings from which k6ep the ^
Write for booklets to
six autos with tents, cooking utensils lake. Tomorrow Mr. Richie leaves er a(. the desired temperature-about 55
H. W. MAXFIELD, Prop., Rowe Pond, Maine.
and plenty of grub. They camped on for Megantic Lake where lie will be degrees Fahrenheit. The blanks which
PIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up the Currier farm, quite near Umcolcus
the guest of friends.
are given to the game warden when he
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce
YO RK
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds. stream. The men folks were soon on
Dr. E. L. Wells of Waltham Mass., receives the fish at the hatchery are
Send for circular and reference.
RANGELEY. MAINE
the stream and returned with a fine has a crew of workmen getting read- given in return to the applicant, who
C. A. SPAULDING, Caratunk. Maine.
lot of trout which Mrs. Frank Currier y to rush work on his new camp on receives the allotment at the depot, and
The Garry P on d Gam ps
fried in her usual good fashion. Satur
he carries the fish to his favorite brook
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout day morning an auto came racing in the lake shore.
Prop. Ellis has commenced work and “ plants” them, after which he fills
fishing
and
good
accommodations.
with ;the sad news that the home of
F I S H I N G
on his new garage near his stable.
out the blanks and sends them to the
Send for Booklet.
Mrs. Kincaid, one of the party, had
AT
Every pleasant day automobile pa fish and game commission. InformaHENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
John earville’s Camps Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. been burned to the ground with most ties take a run along the road here tion required in these blanks includes
of its contents, caused by the careless
at S p rin g L ake
at the foot of Bald Mountain, which number of trout, date of delivery, town
handling
of fireworks. Dr. Kincaid
“ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
only a few years ago was a trail.
and brook in which they are “ planted,”
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
and
daughter
escaped
scantily
clad,
but
COTTAGE TO RENT
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Mr. and Mrs. W. Kidder of Wells condition when turned in, number lost
the doctor saved most of his office val
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
For the Season of 1914
, in transportation, cans borrowed of
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
uables. The party brought along some were here last week a few days.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
On
the
east
shore
of
Rangeley
Lake.
Ed
Whorff
of
Phillips
is
now
asstate and numbers thereof; date of re"
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
suitable fireworks which were touched
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring One of the best log cottages on the
sisting Mr. Ellis in the office.
turn of same to hatchery, by what exoff
Saturday
evening
in
honor
of
“
the
streams and ponds are abundance of
trout.
-- brook
---------lake and in ideal location. Completely
Rev. Samuel A. Fisk and family c fj press, and general remarks
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family i furnished, running water, baths and day we celebrate.”
They pulled up
summer resort. Telephone communications with
In placing ..fry in streams
it is necesAillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms everything in first-class condition. We |stakes Sunday and headed for Mars Berlin Conn., are expected in a few
,
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
have several other very desirable Sum
flays
t’o
spend
thrfr
vacation
in
camp
j
*
*
Hill.
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff, Me.
mer cottages on and near Rangeley j
waters of the can and brook slowly
Lake, fully furnished and at reason-! There was no preaching service in tiere.
E(j_ This is done either by dipping some
In the j able prices.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Foss and
SAD D LE BA C K L A K E CAM PS
our little hill church last Sunday, Rev.
last water out
can an(J putting some
R angeley R egion. Booklet.
Furbish & Herrick.
M. M. Smyser being engaged at an win C. Foss of Boston spent
Hem on S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
of the brook water into it, or by dipInsurance and Real Estate,
other of his parishes. •The Sunday I week here
Rangeley,
Maine.
,
•
„„ that ping the can forward every few minJIM POND G A M P S
^----- —
.....
school met at 11 o’clock instead. Mr.
The new Pullman sleeping car that, utes
so that a little brook water may
from Boston evIN DEAD RIVER REGION.
run into it. When the water has been
RANGELEY l’AVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE Smyser announced last week that ne comes to Oquossoc
Good fishiM». Three miles buckboard
had fully decided to return to Japan e r y . Friday night is bringing lots of (equalized, the fry are loosed. One
On Rangeley Lake.
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write T horoughly modern. On direct automobile j for mission work next September. His Bostonians here for breakfast.
thing necessary to promote future life
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
for booklet.
going will be greatly regretted for he
July 1 to Oct.
--------------for the fry is that they must not be reM. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
is a faithful, earnest, sincere, Christian
HOW
A
P A R TR ID G E
DRUMS
leased any where in the brook but should
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
minister.
•-----------be taken to the head waters and re* #
Raugelev, Maine.
This letter might very properly end
Fred L. Hutchins, a fire warden a leased. There the big trout are not sol
W E ST
END
right here, but it occoured to me that Tumbledown mountain, writes the apt to devour them, and they are not '
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
perhaps, as you are constantly in re- Franklin Journal: In several of the subjected to the rushing waters that
H OTEL
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout. ceipt of letters from all sorts of contri- popuiar sporting magazines at differ- they would meet with* farther down
P rn n V
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large
—' " * by■ stream.
-----XT- :‘ L-----must* fry
"
H. M. CASTNER, ■EiUJJ I • |Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for butors, some plain hints as to how to ent times I have read’ articles
Neither
be turned1
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
^
of my brother hunters and into artificial ponds to be artificially fed
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm. mail a letter would not be a waste of some
Portland,
Maine
Send for Booklet
W. H. BEAN, Proprietor, space, nor come amiss at this, time. campers,
____ _
on the “ Drumming of thejwith
the with intention of turning them into
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
|Quoting “ the foolish dictionary” again, Partridge.” These articles were writ- streams afterwards. It is important
Maine vafationists, tourists and sports
it says: “ After writing it (the letter!* ten with the idea of demonstrating that they be scattered in streams and
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
place it in a square or oblong envelop, or showing the way the partridge! not dumped in en masse. •
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
|round ones are no longer fashionable, “drums.” I remember one article
Fry distributed from the Adams
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
seal it on the back and write 'a legible written by a woman, a Mrs. L— . hatchery this year were sent to the folmeats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
address on the front, then take a two- She said the partridge made that lowing towns in following numbers:
American plan. Send for circular.
! cent stamp, give it a good licking and drumming sound by striking liiSj Savoy, 10,000, New Salem, 10,000;
i retire it to the corner, the upper right wings very rapidly against the sides Greenfield, 20,000; Orange, 20,000; IrvCamps at Long
hand corner, as the postmaster is not a cf the log on which he was sitting, j ing,
60,000;
..... 30,000;
3M,lAn‘ Zoar,
7
......... Wendell
Pond.
Ma n y
clairvoyant. Drop it in a letter-box another writer, a man from Wyom 40,000; State Line, 20,000; Pittsfield,
out-lying ponds, Party of 25 Campers Over the and trust to luck. If it is a loveletter, it ing, I believe said the drumming was 50,000; Hinsdale, 20,000; Richmont
will probably reach her all right, for made by the partridge beating bis Summit, 20,000; Sheffield, 40,000; South
S.
C.
HARDEN,
Write
Cupid is a faithful postman and carries wings against his sides very rapid Lee, 20,000; Lee, 110,000; Great Bar;
Rangeley, Maine
Fourth
a stout pair of wings. If it’s a bill, by ly. I have had the opportunity for rington, 70,000; North Adams, 20,000;
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
all means have it registered, otherwise the past two weeks to watch two old Adams, 50,000. It can be seen that
AND LOG CAMP$.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
your debtor will swear he never go it. drummers very closely several times the cities did not receive as large ah
Tc
the
Editor
of
Maine
Woods:
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
If it is cash for your tailor, heed the a day. I am fire warden at Tumble- lotments as some of the smaller towns,
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
Ox Bow, Me., July 6, 1914.
postoffice warning, “ don’ t send money down mountain and am in the land due to the fact tljat in North Adams
It is said that the wings of the house- through the mails.” Wait until you
DEAD RIVER REGION
of
partridges. and Pittsfield, the sportsmen believe
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
fly vibrate at the rate of 535 per sec- happen to meet him on the street. If j ^
o f d ^ d ^ u m ^ r comes right behind |that it is almost useless to place fry in
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca ond, and the honey
bee 440. Now ! he sees you first, you Iao°
lose. ,f
It goes nn
on
i------- L-"
* the brooks, because s u c h a* small
'* per*
®
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting then, how long is the lancet of the to say “ Anything you are ashamed my camp almost every day and i s ;
centage live. Sportsmen in these ci
very
tame.
I
was
within
ten
feet
of
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. “ pesky” mosqujto? We are painfully to have the postmaster or mistress
him one day, lying down, behind a ties believe in “ planting” trout finger;
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
aware how much sharper than a ser- j read, and therefore sealfup, is known *spruce log. when he commenced t o 1lings—a fish from two to five inches in
pent’s tooth is the bite of a black fly or as first class matter.” “ If you think drum. The drumming goes some- length—as they are sure to survive the
OUANANICHE LODGE.
G rand L ake Stream , W ash in g ton Co., Me. minge. But when the trout are biting \it should travel slowly put on special thing like
this:
Tlirump-thrump- season and if not caught will live to beW orld wide known for its famous fishing,
freely (as they are doing hereabouts) delivery stamps
vacation and hunting country.
thrump-th-r-r-r-r-r-thrump.
The first come big fish,
N orw ay Pines House and Camps, P obsis Lake j we take courage'and land the fish,
---------few beats are slow and then faster
^ ie Adams hatchery is remarkable
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for then brush away “ the blue-tail fly” RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE NOTES and faster for six or seven seconds! in that il has the finest water in the
^machines. From there one can take steamer to afterwards.
A dose of dope makes the
any part of the lake territory. T he best hunt
-----------and then he stops. He makes that stafe>and still more remarkable in that
in g, fishing and vacation section o f beautifu fly’s bite sweeter, though sickening, no
does not
two degrees
Mrs.
John
P.
Allen
of
drumming
by beating his wings up this
this water
water does
not vary
vary two
Washington Co. Address for particulars YV. G.
Mr .and
R O SE , Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to doubt, to the fly. Quoting “ the fool- !
against
his
breast.
He
does
n
ot!in
temperature
the
year'
around,
being
April 1st.
ish dictionary” again:
“ Mosquito, a Searsdale, N. Y. have taken rooms
from 38 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit the
strike
the
log
at
all
with
his
wings.
small insect designed by God to make here for July.
rangeley lakes
He seems to lean back as he drums whole 12 months.
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write us think better of flies.”
This foolish | Mr. and Mrs. Herbert O Hyatt, Mr.
for free circular.
and after drumming he sits very The hatchery was established 17
definition can be reversed with as much and Mrs. DeHart Bergen are among
CAPT. F. C. BAR KE R , Bemis, Maine.
quiet, almost motionless, for perhaps ^eai'' ago’ the location being chosen
truth, we put them all in the same dis the Brooklyn people that are liere
There
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
15 minutes. Seems to be listening because ° f lts wonderfal water.
are two springs that flow from the hill
for a short stay.
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly card for keeps.
and
then
he
will
drum
again.
As
I
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Our camp has been quite busy en
in back of the hatchery. When the
Hon. write this we are having
Railroad
Commissioners,
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
a
few
tertaining a ,party of four sportsmen, Frank Keezer of Rockland and Hon. flakes of snow. This is a fine reJ *KSS are in process o f hatching both
Upper Dam, Maine.
all automobile men from the Maine IJohn A. Jones of Lewiston accompan- ion for deer and partridge. Would 8p" n£s a’ e used ln order t0 obtain a
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
They are lied by B. T. Wheeler of the Maine like t0 kear from anv others who volume ot water necessary to keep the
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’ s Hotel in New Motor Car Co., Portland.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, W. D. Hines, Charles and Henry Lord
eggs in motion as they lie in the trays.
best trout fishing in Maine.
Central R. R., Portland and George have seen partridges drum.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
and Ralph Caldwell. They are very
There are eight of these trou gh s in
Giddings of Augusta who are makbusy business men, but have just made , .
. .
. ,
the Adams hatchery running the full
CHASE POWD CAMPS. Now is the
' ng a tn p 0,1
rwlroad regl8tered George of New York are now trying length of the room.
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why a successful two days’ trip up the Urn- !here
last night.
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? coleus, almost to Cut Lake, taking
The fish in the lake seem to have their skill casting the fly and had
Camps reached same day from Boston. plenty of trout, seeing two moose and
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, a multitude of deer. They camped on ! things all their own way and enjoy great luck at Quimby pond when Mas* ional golf for this season of the year.
ter George caught two at one cast.
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
ground at night. Mel Murphy, the smelts for lunch better than any
Rales reasonable. Write for booklet.
thrice
Rangeley
“ Never had such sport fishing in my Mr. J. S. Jones,
bait
the
fishermen
offer.
GUi CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine deputy warden; his brothers Frank,
life,”
is
the
way
Mr.
Sasseen
tells
it.
champion,
is
rounding
into
his oldA little lady of about ten sum
Elbe and Frank Currier, did the hon
Golf
will
this
summer
claim
more
mers,
Miss
Jane
Barker
with
Joe
time
form
and
Luther
Wood
is also
ors, (and some hard work, I sus
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled pect,) as guides. They all report a Lamb guide records a 4-pound salm attention than ever before and tbe striking his gait. Mr. Johnson ot
—Best of hunting—Special rates for very enjoyable and fine outing.
first golf tournament for 1914 was New York and J. M. Connors, the
on this week.
June, September, October and Novem
Powhatan
Robinson
of
the
New
York
captured by Mr. Steel of Philadelphia club’e professional, complete thisC.
H.
Pfeiffer5
of
New
York
one
ber—Write for Booklet.
Sporting
Goods
Co.,
passed
through
with Mr. Trump capturing second hou foursome of exceptionally good golf’
5%
pounds.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
76 was except ers,
R. A. Sasseen and son,
Master ors. Mr. Steel’s
Pleasant Island,
Maine. here a few days ago, having covered a
,/

Where To Go In Maine

COME TO OTTER POND

ROWE POND CAMPS

CAMPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

“ BILLY” BUILDING

TWO-STORY CAMP

FISHING

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

NEW GARAGE AT
BALD MOUNTAIN

